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ABSTRACT

This thesis designed and analyzed multiple trellis-coded modulation (MTCM)
schemes based on multiple quadrature-amplitude modulation (tU-qn¡'fl and similar

two-dimensional signal constellations for the Rayleigh fading channel. A method to
partition two-dimensional signal sets for MTCM was first developed. This partitioning

method was then used to partition 8- and 32-SQ as well as 8-, l6- and 64-QAM
composite signal sets according to two criteria that ensured optimum partitioning for the
Rayleigh fading channel. Next, a number of MTCM schemes based on these signal sets

were designed and their error performance were analyzed. Finally, component diversity
was combined with these MTCM schemes in order to increase their error performance.
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Chapter I - Introduction

1.1 - Bacþround

The mobite radio communication field is expanding rapidly with the introduction of

a number of new systems such as cellular telephone and pager systems supported by

land-based or satellite networks. Unfortunately, the allocation of bandwidth to mobile

radio has not kept pace with the rapid increase ofusers [29,50]. In the United States, for

example, the number ofusers has increased on average by 80-100% a year in recent years

and this trend is predicted to continue for some time yet. As a result, some networks are

fast becoming congested. The recent introduction of more efficient, fully digital systems

to replace existing analogue networks has been helpful in slowing down this congestion

but the problem still exists.

Considerable research is being conducted in all aspects of mobile radio

communications to improve both the capacity and the performance of future all-digital

mobile communication netì¡r'orks. Network control techniques such as multiple access

have the potential to significantly increase the user base [1,30,34]. Unfortunately, these

techniques are difficult to implement in many mobile radio communication contexts

because ofthe rapidly changing morphology of networks as users enter and exit network

cells. Data compression techniques can be very useful as demonstrated by Stem [51] and

will likely be incorporated in f.lture systems. Research in antenna design may also be

helpful in increasing the capacity and performance of these mobile radio communication

networks [5]. The introduction of more efñcient modulation and coding schemes is yet

another method by which improvements may be made.

The use of larger signal constellations to increase network capacity is a major trend

in the development of modulation schemes for mobile communications [60]. However,

loss in error performance is a major disadvantage of this approach. The use of

error-conecting codes can offset the loss in performance but only at the cost of an



increase in transmission bandwidth or a lower information throughput. Trellis-Coded

Modulation (TCM) and a vanant, Multiple Trellis-Coded Modulation (MTCM), may be

better suited to mobile radio communications because they provide considerable coding

gains usually at no cost in transmission bandwidth, information throughput or power

requirements.

The design of TCM schemes for mobile radio communications is limited currently

to M-ary Amplitude Modulation M-AM) and M-ary Phase Shift Keying (M-PSK) signal

constellations. The performance of TCM and MTCM schemes based on these

one-dimensional constellations decreases sharply with the number of symbols in the signal

constellationr. Higher dimensional constellations such as two-dimensional M-ary

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-aAÐ are better suited for large signal

constellations. Unfortunately, the design of TCM and MTCM schemes based on

M-QAM and similar two-dimensional constellations has proven to be a difficult task up to

now.

It is useñ¡l to summarize the characteristics ofthe mobile radio channel as well as

some of the assumptions made throughout this thesis. More thorough treatments of this

topic are found in 17,32,361. Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical mobile radio communication

scenario. In this scenario, a mobile receiver in a vehicle receives a signal emitted by a

fixed transmitter. The received signal consists of three components: the direct

line-of-sight component, the specular reflection component and the diffi;se component.

The direct line of sight component is unaffected by reflection and propagates unimpeded

f¡om the transmitter and the receiver. The specular reflection component is that portion

of the transmitted signal that is. reflected to the receiver by a specular surface(s). This

component differs from the direct line-of-sight component by a phase angle. The diftrse

component is the sum of the multiple signals reflected by a multitude of non-specular

' The M-PSK constellation is two-dimensional in the cartesian coordinate system.

However, the phase is the only coordinate that differentiates the symbols in the polar

coordinate system since all symbols have the same amplitude. Therefore, the M-PSK
constellation may be regarded as one-dimensional.



surfaces such as buildings and other vehicles. The envelope of the diff¡se component

exhibits a Rayleigh distribution while its phase is characterized by a uniform distribution.

This fading is referred to as Rayleigh fading or multipath fading.

Figure 1. I - Typical mobile radio communication scenario

In a typical mobile radio communication environment such as a typical urban

center, measurements have shown that the direct-path and specular components are

negligible most of the time [32]. When this occurs, the Rayleigh fading component

dominates and the charLnel is at its poorest. In this thesis, the radio communication

channel is assumed to be characterized solely by the diffilse component. This is a

reasonable assumption since congested networks are almost always located in densely

populated urban centres characterized by numerous large buildings and heavy traffic that

encourage diffilse refl ections.

The system block diagram for the mobile radio communication channel used

throughout this thesis is illustrated in ûgure 1.2. The input bits are first encoded into

symbols ofthe signal set by the trellis encoder. This process is later described in Chapter

2. The symbols are then interleaved. The combination of interleaving and de-interleaving

has two purposes. First, it ensures that a series of consecutive symbols are not all



affected by a deep fade that lasts over many signalling intervals. Second, it allows one to

assume that the fading coefficients over any signalling interval are uncorrelated to the

fading coefficients over any other signalling interval. This assumption considerably

simplifies the analyses on which this thesis is based. The symbols are then modulated and

transmitted over the Rayleigh fading channel. It is assumed that the effect ofthe fading

on the phase of the received signal is fully compensated for either by tracking it with

some sort ofphaseJock loop or with pilot tone calibration techniques [19]. The received

symbols, corrupted by fading and Additive-White-Gaussian Noise (AWGN), are then

demodulated and de-interleaved. Finally, the maximumJikelihood detection is performed

through a Viterbi decoder.

Figure 1.2 - System block diagram

This thesis assumes that channel-state information (CSI) in the form of fading

coeffrcients for each signalling interval is available at the receiver. This last assumption is

necessary because the error pgrformance of two-dimensional constellations over the

Rayleigh fading channel is irreducible if CSI is not available. The CSI may be obtained

from channel sounding techniques such as the pilot tone-aided scheme [42] and pilot

symbol-aided scheme [1 1,48,50].



1.2 - Aim and scope

The aim of this thesis is to design TCM and MTCM schemes based on M-QAM

and similar two-dimensional signal constellations for mobile radio communications and

analyse their performance. This thesis makes no attempt to develop a mobile

communication system. The research is strictly limited to the search for TCM and

MTCM schemes for mobile radio communications. There is no claim that the schemes

developed herein can or will be applied in a practical system as the design of such a

system involves the consideration ofmany factors, many ofwhich conflict. However, the

research conducted for this thesis can be readily adapted to the search for TCM and

MTCM schemes that may be better suited for such an operational system.

Due to the nature ofthe material contained in this thesis, the reader would benefit

from an understanding of basic communication theory and particularly of modulation

techniques. There is a variety of reference material on these topics such as the textbook

by Couch [5] and they are readily available. The reader would also benefit from a basic

understanding of convolutional codes. This material can be found in textbooks by Blahut,

and Lin/Costello [8,40].

1.3 - Outline

This thesis is organized in five chapters. Chapter I contains the introduction.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of TCM and MTCM schemes for the AWGN chan¡el.

The importance of signal partitioning is highlighted and a technique to partition a

two-dimensional signal set for MTCM is developed. Chapter 3 develops TCM and

MTCM schemes based on M-QAM and other two-dimensional constellations for the

Rayleigh fading channel. The performance of these schemes is measured and compared

with the performance of equivalent M-PSK schemes. Chapter 4 describes the component

diversity technique which can increase the performance ofa communication system over

the mobile radio communication chan¡el and shows how the technique may be applied to



the MTCM schemes developed in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this

thesis and suggests additional areas ofresearch.



Chapter 2- TCM and MTCM for the AWGN channel

2.1 - General

This chapter briefly describes trellis-coded modulation (TCM) and muttiple

trellis-coded modulation MrcM) techniques. Both techniques combine coding and

modulation to improve the performance of digital transmission over bandJimited

channels. They yield significant coding gains over uncoded multilevel modulation without

an increase in bandwidth or a decrease in the information throughput. section 2.2 is a

brief overview ofTCM which is included as background material. Section 2.3 addresses

MTCM. In particular, signal partitioning for MTCM is covered in section 2.3.2. A
useful method to partition a two-dimensional signal set for MTCM is developed. This

method will be used extensively in chapter 3 to design MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh

fading channel.

The material in this chapter assumes that the communication channel is

non-dispersive and affected solely by AWGN. The criteria for designing trellis codes for

the Rayleigh fading channel will be covered in chapter 3. The criteria for designing trellis

codes for other types of channels vary and are beyond the scope of this thesis. Readers

who are interested in this information are refened to 135,43,46,52,621.

2.2 - Trellis-coded modulation

2.2.1 - Basic principles

The first TCM schemes were proposed by Ungerboeck in 197 6 [56] followed by a

more detailed publication in 1982 [55]. TCM has since been extensively researched and

some applications have been developed. Most notably, a TCM scheme has now been

adopted as the intemational standard for the coded 9.6-kbit/s two-wire full-duplex

voiceband modem [7].



In conventional uncoded multilevel modulation, the transmitted bits are modulated

into individual symbols of a signal set O and the noise-comrpted received signal is

demodulated symbol by symbol. All received symbols are assumed to be statistically

independent. The demodulation is conducted by comparing the squared Euclidean

distance between the received symbols and each symbol ofthe signal set and by selecting

the symbol that minimizes that distance. The minimum squared Euclidean distance is

expressed as

dil" =#$ ll*-*¡ll'

where x represents the received signals com.rpted by AWGN and x, represents the

symbols in the signal set. The performance ofthe symbol-by-symbol receiver depends on

the minimum squared Euclidean distance. The symbol error probability P[error] is

upper-bounded [7] and, for large signal-to-noise ratio, closely approximated by

Prenorr<ç.*[ræ)

where M is the number of symbols in the signal set, \ is the white noise power spectral

density and erfc(x) is given by

erfc(x)=åle-t'dt
,tfr'*

It is useful to define the normalized squared minimum distance ô2,

- Å2.
0z =f logrM

where E is the average energy ofthe signal set. Using this quantity, ìhe upper bound for

P[enor] can be rewritten as



Prerrorr<ç*"[å,Æ)

where E" represents the average energy per bit and is given by Er = ¡;* To design an

efficient communication system, the minimum distance between any two symbols in a

signal set must therefore be maximized for a given M and f .

TCM differs from conventional modulation by combining a convolutional encoder

and an expanded signal set. Figure 2.1 shows a TCM transmitter. The information bits

are encoded through a rate n/(n+r) convolutional encoder with memory v. The expanded

signal set is 2"r'/2+2' times as large as the signal set for the equivalent uncoded

modulation. For r:1 as is the case throughout this thesis, the expanded signal set is twice

as large as the original signal set.

Figure 2.1 - TCM transmitter

One ofthe n+l bits is used to select one of two subsets ofa signal set O and the n

remaining bits select one symbol from that subset. The particular subset chosen for a

specific signalling interval depends on the state ofthe convolutional encoder at that time.

The receiver recovers the original information bits by combining the demodulation and

the decoding in a single process. In TCM, the transmitted symbols are no longer

independent due to the use of the convolutional encoder but form a sequence x=(\, xr,

xr, ..., xJ. The decoding is therefore conducted over a sequence i= 1*6,i1,i2,...,i¡).

In this case, the minimum distance dfu" between two sequences is given by

rate (n /n+r)
convolutional

choose a symbol
from a subset of
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that is, if the sequence (xo, *,, ..., x*) is closer to the received sequence than any other

allowable symbol sequence. Because ofthe summation, dfl.. for effrcient TCM schemes

is larger than dfufor an equivalent uncoded modulation schemes. The error performance

of TCM schemes is therefore superior to the error performance of equivalent uncoded

modulation schemes.

A detailed explanation ofTCM is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the

example in the next section should clarifu its intricacies.

2,2.2 - Example of a TCM scheme

The following example of a rate 213 lCM scheme based on 8-PSK illustrates the

salient points of TCM. First, the partitioning of the signal set is discussed. A diagram

representation ofthe TCM scheme is then introduced, followed by an examination ofthe

convolutional encoder. In isolation, each of these topics may be confusing. Accordingly,

due to their interdependence, they should be studied together.

Signal partitioning refers to the decomposition of the signal set into subsets. The

8-PSK signal set Q for the example is shown in Figure2.2a. The signal set is partitioned

into two subsets of four symbols each. These t\ro subsets are further partitioned into

four sub-subsets oftwo symbols each as shown: Sub-subset I is composed of symbols 0

and 4; sub-subset 2 is composed of symbols 2 and 6; sub-subset 3 is composed of

symbols I and 5; andsSub-subset 4 is composed of signals 3 and 7. The composition of

the sub-subsets is critical as it dètermines the performance of the TCM scheme. Signal

partitioning will be examined in greater detail in section 2.2.3.

A trellis diagram for this example is depicted at Figure 2.2b. The trellis diagram

provides a graphic representation of a TCM scheme. Although different terminology is

t0



used by various authors, the following trellis diagram nomenclature is well accepted and

used throughout this paper. À node represents one of the possible states of the

convolutional encoder. Since there are only two nodes, the convolutional encoder for

this TCM scheme has a memory of v = l. The spacing between two nodes represents

one signalling interval. A transition between two nodes is referred to as a branch. Each

branch may be made up of more than one parallel path. The trellis at Figure 2.2b has two

nodes with two branches per node. Each branch is made up of two parallel paths.

Therefore, the trellis has a total ofeight paths. Symbols from the signal set of Figure 2.2a

are assigned to these paths. Since there are two input information bits, there must be 22=4

paths at each node of the trellis to ensure that all combinations of input bits are

represented regardless of the state of the convolutional encoder during that particular

signalling interval. The four symbols assigned to the four paths from the node at state 0

are 0,4 ,2 and 6. Similarly, the four symbols assigned to the node at state 1 are 1, 5, 3

and7.

Figorc 2.2c illustrates an altemate representation of a trellis diagram. This

representation is useful for the more complex trellises considered later in the thesis. The

representation only shows one signalling interval since the trellis diagram for each

successive signalling interval is the same. The number of parallel paths per branch is

indicated over the slash through the first branch. The symbols assigned to the paths

exiting a node are denoted to the left of the node. The leftmost two symbols are assigned

to the two parallel paths ofthe uppermost branch exiting that node. The last two symbols

are assigned to the two parallel paths of the next highest branch exiting the node. As

Figure 2.2c shows, the two symbols assigned to the two parallel paths between two nodes

at state 0 are symbols 0 and 4. The remainder of the representation is clarified by the

following comparison of figurej z.zb and 2.2c .

Figare 2.2d, shows the convolutional encoder for the TCM scheme. The two input

information bits are depicted as ao and a,. Only a, is encoded through the rate l/2
convolutional encoder with memory v=l. Since the encoder has a memory of one, the

state ofthe encoder can take 21=2 values, either zero or one. The encoded bit b, is used

1l



to select one ofthe two subsets. The encoded bit b2 is then used to select one ofthe two

sub-subsets from that subsetz. Finally, the bit bo=q is used to select one of the two

symbols from the selected subset. Table 2.1 shows the relationship between the input

information bits, the current state of the convolutional encoder and the symbol

transmitted and illustrates the various combinations. For example, assume the

convolutional encoder state is currently zero and that bits ao=O and a,:1. From Table 2.1,

we find that bits (b,b) are (01) and select sub-subset 2. Bit bo=o selects the first symbol

in that sub-subset, namely symbol 2. Furthermore, the new state of the convolutional

encoder becomes 1. In the trellis, symbol 2 is assigned to the first branch of the

transaction from the node representing state 0 (current state of the convolutional

encoder) to the node representing state I (new state of the convolutional encoder).

Similarly, symbol 7 is assigned to the second branch of the transaction from the node

representing state I to the node representing state 0.

foâr cürent encoder
stâte

bo br b, symbol
selected

new encode¡
state

00 0 000 0 0

IO 0 r00 4 0

0l 0 001 2

ll I l0l 6

00 I 0 I 3 0

l0 I lll 7 0

0l I 0 0 I

1l t 0 5

Table 2.1 - Relationship between the input information bits, the

current state ofthe encoder and the s1'mbol transmitted.

The distance properties ofthe above TCM scheme can be studied through its trellis

diagram. The optimum decoding is the search for the path through the trellis that exhibits

the minimum squared Euclidean distance once the received symbol sequence has been

observed at the channel output. This search is best performed using the Viterbi algorithm

' This is equivalent to saying that the combination b,b, selects one ofthe four

sub-subsets.
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sub-.subset I

0,4
sub-subset 2

2,6
sutssubset 3

1,5
sub-subset 4

3,7

(a) - Subsets for 8-PSK signal set

(b) - Trellis diagram representation

0 426

3715
(c) - Alternative trellis representation

(d) - Convolutional encoder

Figure2.2 -Rate2l3 TCM scheme based on 8-PSK

mapper
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125,57J. Because ofthe noise in the channel, the received sequence may not coincide

with the correct path (i.e., the sequence of transmitted symbols), but will occasionally

diverge from it and re-emerge after a time L. When this occurs, one says that an error

event of length L has occurred. The free distance of a TCM scheme is the minimum

Euclidean distance between any pair ofpaths forming an error event.

In the above example, first consider an error event of length L= 1. Consider state 0

in the trellis and assume that symbol 0 is transmitted but signal 4 is decoded. This is

shown in Figure 2.3a. Since the transmitted symbols and the recovered symbols are

different, an error has occurred. In this case, the path diverges and re-emerges at the

same state þarallel paths) over a single signalling interval and therefore, L=1. The

squared Euclidean distance for this error event is the squared Euclidean distance between

symbols 0 and 4 which equals 4E. Next, consider the case represented at Figure 2.3b

where the sequence of symbols 0,0 is transmitted and the sequence of symbols 2,7 is

received. The error event is now of length L=2 and the Euclidean distance over the error

event is

dLz = d2 (o,z) + d2 (o,t'¡ = 28 ¡ 4psin2f = 2.5368

It is easy to show that no error events of length L > 2 yield a lower Euclidean

distance than 2.56E. Therefore, the free distance ofthis code is d2u..=2.56E.

The performance for this TCM scheme may be measured against uncoded 4-PSK

(QPSK) modulation. This is a reasonable comparison because the information rate, the

bandwidth and the average energy are the same for both modulation schemes. The

asymptotic coding gain between'two modulation schemes A and B is defined as

dzr"¿JE,
l= ú-.*ß"



(a) - Error event over parallel paths

(b) - enor event over two branches

Figure 2-3 - Error events for rate2l3 TCM scheme based on 8-PSK

The asymptotic gain ofthis TCM scheme over uncoded QPSK is

=1.293 = 1.1dB

The TCM scheme results in a symbol error performance gain of l'1 dB over

uncoded QPSK. This minor improvement in performance barely compensates for the

related increase in complexity. However, greater improvements in error performance

may be obtained by using more complex schemes involving larger numbers of states. For

example, a scheme using the same signal set but with four states achieves a gain of3.0 dB

over uncoded QPSK. For an eight-state trellis, the gain improves to 3.6 dB. These

figures represent significant performance gains.

2,2.3 - Signal paÉitioning and trellis mapping

It is apparent from the above example that the performance of a TCM scheme

depends on how the symbols are mapped to the various paths in the trellis Many

2.58611

' 2ll
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combinations are possible, some of which will actually lead to TCM schemes with poorer

performance than uncoded QPSK. For an optimum scheme, the symbols must be

assigned to the trellis paths so as to maximize du".. In [55], Ungerboeck describes a

simple procedure to partition one- or two-dimensional signal sets into subsets. He also

develops three rules that facilitates the optimum mapping of these subsets onto various

trellises. These topics are examined in this section.

Figare 2.4 represents the Ungerboeck partitioning of the 8-PSK signal set used in

the previous example. The set partitioning is conducted in three stages. At the first level

of partitioning (level 1), the eight symbols are divided into two subsets of four symbols

each in such a way that the minimum squared Euclidean distance between the symbols in

each subset is maximized. The process is repeated at the second level of partitioning

(level 2). Each subset at the first level of partitioning is further partitioned into two

2-symbol subsets. Again, the minimum squared Euclidean distance between the trvo

symbols in each subset at the second level of partitioning is maximized. At the third level

of partitioning (level 3), each subset contains a single symbol. The above procedure

guarantees that the minimum squared Euclidean distance between symbols in two subsets

emanating from the same higherJevel subset is greater than the minimum squared

Euclidean distance between the symbols in two subsets at the same level of partitioning,

but emanating from two different subsets at a higher level ofpartitioning.

Once the set partitioning is completed, the mapping ofthe subsets to the trellis may

be conducted according to the three Ungerboeck rules. These rules are as follows:

Ul. To parallel paths are assigned symbols of the same subset at the lowest level of

partitioning where the number of symbols in each subset equals the number of

parallel paths;

U2. To adjacent branches are assigned symbols of the next higher subsets; and

U3. All symbols are used equally often.



Figure 2.4 - Ungerboeck partitioning of 8-PSK

In order to design an optimum TCM schemq the three Ungerboeck rules must be

satisfied. However, satisrying these three rules does not ensure that a trellis is optimum.

Many trellis codes satisfying these rules exist but only a small number of them are

optimum. Unfortunately, a easy to follow step-by-step procedure to design optimum

schemes does not exist. As a result, exhaustive computer searches are often the only

viable solution to generate optimum schemes. The duration of computer searches

increases exponentially \¡¡ith the number of states in a trellis and makes the design of

trellis codes with large number ofstates often impractical.
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The application of the three Ungerboeck rules is illustrated by reviewing the

optimum trellis at Figure 2.2b. Consider the two parallel paths on the branch between

two nodes at state 0. Note that the symbols 0 and 4 are assigned to the two parallel paths

in the branch and that these two symbols are in the same subset at the second level of

partitioning. Similarly, the two parallel paths in all other branches are assigned symbols

from the same subsets at the second level of partitioning. These symbol assignments to

parallel paths conform to rule Ul. In a trellis without parallel paths, rule Ul can be

ignored.

Rule U2 states that symbols from the next higher subset must be assigned to

adjacent branches from a node. Since symbols 0 and 4 have been assigned to one branch

of the node at state 0, symbols 2 and 6 must be assigned to the other branch since these

four symbols are in the same subset at the first level of partitioning. Finally, the symbols

1,3,5 and 7 must be assigned to the branches at the nodes representing state I since rule

U3 states that all symbols must be used equally often in the trellis.

2,2.4 - Convolutional encoder

A discussion on trellis codes would not be complete without considering the

convolution encoder. The general structure of a TCM encoder/modulator is shown at

Figure 2.5. There are n input information bits. A minimum signal set of 2" symbols is

required to transmit the 2" combination of input bits. Of the n input bits, m are left

uncoded. The remaining n-m bits are encoded by a convolutional encoder with rate

(n-m)/(n-m+l). The n-m+l encoded bits select a subset of the signal set and the m

uncoded bits select a symbol .within that subset. The memory of the convolutional

encoder determines the number of states in the trellis. If all n bits are encoded, then the

n*l encoded bits select one symbol from the signal set and there are no parallel paths. In

general, the specific structure of the convolutional encoder is not important. It is

sufficient to state that such an encoder exists for a particular trellis code. For this reason,

convolutional encoders need not be discussed further in this thesis.

l8
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Figure 2.5 - TCM encoder/modulator

2.3 - Multiple trellis-coded modulation

2.3.1 - Basic principles

MTCM is a technique developed by Divsalar and Simon [18] to improve the free

distance of trellis codes. That technique has proven to be especially useful for the

Rayleigh fading channel. MTCM is a more general representation of trellis-coded

modulation. MTCM combines a nk/(n+l)k convolutional encoder with a 2Ét-point signal

set to output k symbols in each signalling interval3. In each signalling interval, kn bits

enter the encoder and k symbols leave the modulator. As a result, the bandwidth

expansion relative to an uncoded 2'-point signal constellation is unity. The parameter k is

referred to as the multiplicity ofthe code.

Once again, it is useful to describe MTCM through an example. Consider the

optimum 2-state, rate 416, È2 MTCM scheme based on a 8-PSK signal set shown at

Figure 2.6. The convolutional encoder inputs 4 information bits and outputs 6 coded bits

in each signalling interval. Since the 4 information bits may represent 2a=16 possible

' TCM is a special case of MTCM for which k:1.
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combinations of input bits, there must be 8 parallel paths in each of the two branches

exiting a trellis node. Each of these parallel paths is assigned two symbols from the

8-PSK signal set. We shall refer to the k symbols assigned to each path as the composite

symbols for that path.

(0,0x0,4x2,2x2,6x4,0x4,4x6,2x6,6)
(0,2x0,6x2,0x2,4x4,2x4,6x6,0x6,4)

(1,3X1,7Xs,1X3,5X5,3X5,7X7,1X7,5)
(1,1 Xr,5X3,3X3,7X5,5X5,1 X7,7X7,3))

Figare 2.6 - Trellis for rate 4/6 MTCM scheme based on 8-PSK

The squared Euclidean distance between two parallel paths is the squared Euclidean

distance between the two composite symbols assigned to these paths. In the example, the

minimum squared Euclidean distance between parallel paths is represented by the squared

Euclidean distance between the composite symbols (0,0) and Q,2) which equals

2d'ztuí!,2) - 2(2) = 4. The minimum squared Euclidean distance for the error event that

does not include parallel paths is the distance between the composite symbols (0,0) and

(0,2) over the first branch of the error event and composite signals (0,0) and (1,3) over

the second branch ofthe error event. The minimum squared Euclidean distance over this

error event is

dl¡ = drt(0, o), (0, 2)l + d, [(0, o), (1, 3)] = [o + 2] + [a sin'?f + + sin'f;ì = 6

Thus dfu" = 4 for the error path tength L=2. The asymptotic gain over uncoded QPSK is

,=-*u=1=, + 3dB
dQrsx z



This represents a gain of3-1.1=2.9 dB over the "standard" TCM scheme shown in

Figure 2.2b. Furthermore, the two-state MTCM code has the same performance as the

four-state TCM code for this signal set. Faster decoding is the advantage of keeping the

number of states low and the two-state MTCM scheme is preferable to the four-state

TCM schemea. As a rule, an optimally designed MTCM code will always result in an

increase in df,"" compared to an optimum TCM code with the same number of states.

2.3.2 - Signal partitioning for MTCM

Signal partitioning for MTCM is different from that of TCM. Although the

principle upon which the Ungerboeck partitioning is based still applies, the procedure is

more complex since there are Mk composite symbols in the signal set. A useful

partitioning technique has been developed by Divsalar and Simon [18] for the

one-dimensional constellations M-AM and M-PSKs. Unfortunately, their technique is not

directly adaptable to two-dimensional constellations such . as M-QAM For

two-dimensional signal sets, the problem is identical to using a composite symbol set

distributed in 2k dimensional space. Furthermore, the composite symbol set does not

necessarily fall on a lattice in 2k space. Therefore, the partitioning techniques based on

lattices and cossets developed by Calderbank and Sloane [9] cannot be used. More

mundane techniques must therefore be applied. Two methods to partition

two-dimensional signal sets were developed for this thesis. The first method is a brute

force computer search that proved to be unwieldy for large signal sets. The second

method also involves computer searches for larger signal sets although these searches are

much more limited.

It is useful to visualise the signal set before conducting the partitioning. Since it is

difficult to visualise a signal set in 2k dimensional space, an altemative representation

t The decoding speed of the Viterbi algorithm usually decreases with increasing

number of states.s It should be noted however, that although signal partitioning is conducted

differently from the Ungerboeck method, the three Ungerboeck rules that govern the

mapping ofsubsets to trellises still apply.
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must be chosen. Figure 2.7 is such a representation applied to 16-QAM with multiplicity

þ2. It is basically a two-dimensional representation of the four-dimensional composite

signal space. The 16-QAM signal set is duplicated and the duplicated copies are arranged

into a 16-QAM con-figuration. Each duplicated signal set is referred to as a block. The

individual symbols within a block are numbered from 0 to 15. Each block is also

numbered from 0 to 15 following the same pattern. Since there are 16 blocks of 16

signals each, the ñrll composite signal set contains 256 composite symbols. Each

composite symbol is identified by two digits representing the block that contains it and its

location within that block. For examplg the composite symbol (3,5) is the composite

symbol at position 5 in block 3.

The minimum squared Euclidean distance between two blocks is the same as the

squared Euclidean distance between the two symbols in any block at the equivalent

locations. For example, the squared Euclidean distance between block 0 and block 6 is

the same as the squared Euclidean distance between symbol 0 and symbol 6 in any ofthe

blocks. The squared Euclidean distance between two composite symbols is therefore

equal to the sum of the squared Euclidean distance between their parent blocks and the

squared Euclidean distance between the two signals calculated as if they were in the same

block. For example, the squared Euclidean distance between composite symbol (2,3) and

composite symbol (5,I 1) ofFigure 2.7 is equal to

d2 = d2(2, s) + d2(3, 1l)

The number of composite symbols in the composite signal set is twice the number

of composite symbols required to design a MTCM scheme. The composite signal set

must therefore be divided in half before the partitioning. In the optimum composite

signal set, the minimum distance between the composite symbols should be as large as

possible. Setecting every second composite symbol in each block will accomplish this.

For example, if signal (0,0) of Figure 2.7 is chosen as part of the composite signal set,

then rejecting atl (odd,0) symbols in the block will maximize the minimum distance

,))



block 1 block 0

Figure 2.7 - Representation of l6-QAM signal set with lF2

between symbols in the block. The same is true for every block. In addition, if

composite symbol (0,0) is seleited as part of the composite signal set, then selecting

composite symbol (1,1) will maximize the minimum distance between the composite

symbols in the two adjacent blocks. Therefore, the composite signal set to be partitioned

is formed by selecting all (even,even) and all (odd,odd) composite symbols in the original

composite signal set. An equivalent composite signal set could also be formed by



selecting all (even,odd) and (odd,even) composite symbols in the original composite

signal set.

Once the composite signal set has been selected, the set partitioning can be

conducted. Two methods to conduct the partitioning are described below. Partitioning

method I represents the brute force approach and its use is limited to smaller composite

signal sets.. Partitioning method 2 is an altemate method that can be used to partition

larger composite signal sets.

Partitioning method 1. The obvious method to partition the composite signal set is to

by divide the composite symbols into two subsets at each lower level of partitioning. This

partitioning is shown at Figure 2.8. Only one subset is shown for each successively lower

partition level. Unlike the case for the partitioning of a multiplicity k:l signal set, the

squared Euclidean distance between composite symbols in a subset does not increase

with each new level of partitioning. In fact, the fust two levels of partitioning do not

increase the squared Euclidean distance bet\¡/een composite signals in a partition. This is

due to the fact that some composite symbols have 8 closest neighbours. Therefore, there

is more than one equivalent way of partitioning subsets at level 1 and 2. For the case of

16-QAM, there are two equivalent ways of partitioning composite symbols into subsets at

level 3. MTCM schemes based on these equivalent subsets will exhibit the same

performance.

This first method of partitioning is cumbersome, especially for large numbers of

composite symbols. To understand why, consider that the only information available to

conduct the partitioning is the squared Euclidean distance between the composite symbols

in a signal set. The maximum squared Euclidean distance possible between two subsets

derived from this signal set may be also known. Assuming that this squared Euclidean

inter-subset distance is known, the problem is to combine halfthe composite symbols into

one subset so that the squared Euclidean intra-subset distance between the composite

symbols in that subset is at least the squared Euclidean inter-subset distance. The
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112,o'x12,21(12A102,6)(12,81112,10)(12,121(12,14Xr 1,0Xr 1,2X',r 4¡Xr 4,6X1,1,8) (1,1,1 0Xl4,l 2Xl 4,l4)
(r 3.rxr 3,3xr 3,sxfs,7x1s,sxr3,r 1xr 3.fs)(13,15x1s,1x15,3x15,sxr5,4(15,9)(15,11Xrs,13X15.15)

/\/t7t
(0,0x2,2x10,10x8,8xr.r 1x3.9x1 1,1x9,3)
(4,,rxr2.r2xr4,r4x6,6)(5,'l 5xr 3,7)(r5,5X7.1 3)
(0,2x2,f 0)(1 0,8x8,0xr,r5x3,7xr r,sxe.13)
(4,1 2X12,11Xr4,6X6.4Xs,1 Xl 3,3X'r5,1 I X7,9)
(0,,rx2,r2xt 0,r1xs,6x1,gxs,1xr 1,3x9,r 1)

(4,r0x12,8Xr4,0X6,2)(5,7X13,5Xr5,r 3X7,r s)
(0,6x2,4Xr0,12X8,11X1,13X3,1 5Xr 1,7X9,5)
(4,2Xr2,f 0X14,8X8,0)(5,9X13,1Xrs,3X7.1 r)

I dl,"=8

(0,0x2,2xf 0,10x8,8xr,r 1x3,ex1 r,rx9,3)
(4,1Xr2,r2Xr4,14X6,6X5,tsXl 3,7)(rs,sX7,',l 3)
(0,2x2,'l 0)00,8x8,0xr,r5x3,7xr r,sxg,l3)
(,r,1 2Xr2,r4Xr,r,6X6,4)(s,r X13,3Xr5,r 1X7,9)

(0,0x2,2)(10,1 0x8,8x1,1 lx3,9xl t,l)(e,3)
(4,,rx12,'t2Xr4,14X6,6X5,f sXr3,7Xl 5.5X7,13)

II
(0,0x2,2x10,1 0x8,8xr,r 1x3,sx1 1,1x0,3)

Figure 2.8 - Partitioning of 16-QAM composite signal set with le2
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second subset is then composed of the remaining composite symbols. Unfortunately,

there is no guarantee that the squared Euclidean intra-subset distance between the

composite symbols in the second subset will be higher than the squared Euclidean

inter-subset distance. In most cases, the squared Euclidean intra-subset distance between

composite symbols in the second subset will not be greater than the squared Euclidean

inter-subset distance and the two subsets must be rejected. Furthermore, even if both

subsets are acceptable, there is no guarantee that they will both partition into two

sub-subsets where the squared Euclidean intra-distance between the composite symbols in

each sub-subset is maximized. In fact, both subsets may not even partition into

sub-subsets with the same minimum squared Euclidean intra-sub-subset distance

Therefore, to ensure an optimum partitioning of the composite signal set, each

acceptable subset at each level of partitioning must be analyzed, individually. since the

number of subset combinations increases geometrically with the number of composite

symbols, this method is unwieldy for large composite symbol sets. Experience has shown

that partitioning a 16-signal set with a multiplicity of k=2 using this method is

manageable. However, tackling a larger signal set would be very difficult The next

subsection describes an alternate partitioning method which is much simpler to

implement. As a result, this second method of partitioning may be used for larger

composite signal sets.

Partitioning method 2. In the second method of partitioning a MTCM two-dimensional

composite signal set, the partitioning begins at the lower levels. Lower-level subsets are

then combined into higher-level subsets. This method is referred to as the reverse

partitioning method and is very.useful for designing trellis codes for the Rayleigh fading

channel as shown in Chapter 3. The technique takes advantage of Ungerboeck

partitioning of the basic signal set with multiplicity k=1. Figure 2.9 illustrates the

Ungerboeck partitioning of a 16-QAM signal set. The subsets at the fourth level of

partitioning represent symbol pairs with the greatest squared Euclidean distance
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between them. These symbol pairs are called complement ofeach other. For example,

symbol 8 is the complement of symbol 2.

The partitioning is conducted as follows. First, it must be determined which

composite symbols should be paired together in a subset. Figure 2.9 shows how symbols

in a block are paired together using Ungerboeck partitioning. One should therefore

expect that a similar pattern eústs for the composite symbol set and that composite

symbols (0,0) and (10,10) should be complements. This isinfact the case as illustrated in

Figure 2.8. Similarly, the composite symbols (2,2) and (8,8) are complements as are

composite symbols (1,1) and (11,11). In this manner, it is easy to pair all composite

symbols for which the constituent symbols repeat. This takes care of 16 composite

symbols from our set of 128 composite symbols.

Pairing the remaining 112 composite symbols is equally simple. Consider the

composite symbol (2, 14). The complement of (2,14) is the composite symbol whose first

symbol is the complement of 2 and whose second symbol is the complement of 14 or

(8,4). The squared Euclidean distance between the two composite symbols is obviously

the same as the squared Euclidean distance between (0,0) and (10,10). All remaining 110

composite symbols in the composite signal set may be paired in this fashion.

Once all composite symbol complements have been identified, they must be

combined into subsets at the next higher level of partitioning. For larger composite

symbol sets, this is best accomplished through computer searches. In the cunent

example, this process leads to 64 subsets of four composite symbols each including the

subset {(0,0)(2,2X8,SX10,10)}. At this level of partitioning, the subset made up of

composite symbols (0,4) and (10,14) will be combined with the subset made up of

composite symbols (2,12) nd (8,6) or the subset made up of composite symbols (2,6)

and (8,12). Both combinations are equivalent. Once all subsets at a partitioning level

have been identified, the process is repeated at each successively higher partitioning level

until the original composite symbol set is obtained at level 0.
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This second method of partitioning is much quicker than the first partitioning

method. Since the lowerlevel subsets are known, there is no ambiguity in selecting the

higherJevel subsets. There may be more than one way of combining lower-level subsets

into higherJevel subsets but the resulting subsets are truly equivalent and only one

solution needs to be retained. Because of its simplicity, this partitioning method will

handle large composite signal sets. Although 64-QAM with a multiplicity k=2 is the

largest composite signal set partitioned for this thesis, partitioning 128-SQ or 256-QAM

should be straightforward.

2.3.3 - Example: 4-states, rate 6/E MTCM scheme based on 16-QAM

The following example of a multiplicity k=2,  -state MTCM scheme based on a

16-QAM signal set illustrates MTCM for a two-dimensional signal set. The trellis for this

scheme is fully connected, meaning that each state is connected to all the other states by a

branch. Since 64 composite symbols are required to represent all possible input bit

combinations, there are 16 parallel paths for each branch. The signal partitioning for

16-QAM was conducted in the last section and is shown at Figure 2.8. The optimum

mapping is conducted using the three Ungerboeck rules and is illustrated at Figure 2.10.

In this trellis, each (An), I < n < 8, represents the eight composite symbols assigned to

the same path. The various compdsite symbols represented bV (An) are shown at the

right ofthe trellis.

41,42,43, A4

45,46,47, A8

A3, A4,41, A2

A7. 48.45. A6

a1.(0,0x2,2x10,10){8,8x1.r 1)(3,9)(r 1.rX9,3)
(1,1)(r2,12)(r1.r1X6,6X5,15t(f 3,Ð(r5,5)O,13)

a2.(0,2)(2,10X10,8XE,0){1,is)(3,7X11,5X9,r3)
(1, r 2) (r 2,11) (1 1,6X6,1Xs.1X13,3X1 5.r 0O,9)

Ar(0,1)(2,12Xr0,11X8.6)(r,9)(3,t){1 1,3Xe,r 1)

{1,10X12,6X11,0X6,2X5,7X13.5Xf 3,15)ø,rs)
a1.(0,6x2,1)f 0,r2xe,11xl.r3x3,r5xr r,7)(9,5)

(1,2X12.r0X11,E){6,0){5,S)f 3,rXrs,3X7,r r)
ar{0,8x2,0J(10,zxE,r0xr,sJ(3,13)l 1, 15)(9,4

(1,6X12,1) (11,12f6, ! 1X5, r 1Xr 3,9) {15,1)r¡,3)
A6-(0,f 0)(¿E){10,0)(8,2)(i,1(3,3Xi r,r r{9,9)

(1.r1Xf 2.6Xr1,1)(6,r2){s,5)(13.i3)(rs.r5)ø,7)
A7-{0.r2)8,11X1q,6)(8,1)(1,4(3,st(i r,f 3)(9,r5)

{1.8X12,0)U.2X6,i0X5,3X!3,r il(r+9)C¡,i)

^&(0,r1)(2.61(10,1)(8, 

12Xr,3)(3,1 r)(1 1,9X9,1)

t1,0)t1 2,2)(r1,r0)(6,8X5,13)(13,15X15,4ø.5)

Figure 2.10 - Rate 6/8 MTCM scheme based on 16-QAM
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The free distance for the code can be determined by examining the trellis. The

composite symbols assigned to parallel paths differ in both components and the error

event length over the parallel path is therefore L=2. The minimum squared Euclidean

distance over the parallel paths is represented by composite symbols (10,10) and (5,15)

and is

d3* = d'(to, s) + d'?(lo, 1s) = 4 +20 = 24

The error event length, disregarding parallel paths, is L:3 and is represented by

composite symbols (10,10) and (10,8) for the first transition and composite symbols

(10,10) and (6,14) for the second transition. The minimum squared Euclidean distance

over this error event is:

dÎ¡, = d'(lo, 10) + d2(10, 8) + d'?(10, 6) + d2to, 14) = o + l6 + 8 + 8 = 32

The free distance of the code is therefore d?"" = 24 and the asymptotic

compared to uncoded QPSK is

då*Ætuqor 24lto'! = _;- = -:'i:- = L.¿ - 0.79 dB' df,rsxÆqrsx 2l t

Although this result represents only a small improvement in P[enor] over uncoded

QPSK, the information throughput of this scheme is 3 bits per symbol versus 2 bits per

symbol for uncoded QPSK or 1.5 times higher than uncoded QPSK.

2.4 - Summary

The performance ofa TCM or a MTCM scheme depends on how the symbols are

mapped to the various paths in the trellis. For an optimum scheme, the signal set must be

partitioned in such a way that the minimum squared Euclidean distance between symbols

in each subset is maximized, regardless of the level of partitioning. In addition, these

subsets must be mapped into the various branches in the trellis in such a way as to

gam
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maximize the d|"" of the trellis. A failure to satisfy either one of these two conditions

leads to a less than optimum code.

Two partitioning methods were developed to partition a two-dimensional signal

set for MTCM. Of these two methods, the reverse partitioning method is clearly superior

and will be used to design MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3 - TCM and MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh
fading channel

3.1 - General

Although maximizing the free Euclidean distance du." of a TCM scheme is the main

design criterion for the AWGN channel, Divsalar and Simon [19,20] have shown that the

asymptotic performance of TCM for the Rayleigh fading channel is governed by other

factors. Section 3.2 examines these factors and discusses their implications in the design

of TCM and MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel. An extension of the

reverse partitioning method previously discussed in section 2.3.3 is developed for the

Rayleigh fading channel insection3.3. In section 3.4, the reverse partitioning method is

used to design various TCM and MTCM schemes based on two-dimensional signal sets

for the Rayleigh fading channel. Section 3.5 analyses the effect of increasing the

multiplicity of an MTCM scheme designed for the Rayleigh fading channel.

3.2 - Criteria for designing TCM and MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh
fading channel

Divsalar and Simon [19] have derived an asymptotic upper bound on the pairwise

error probability P(x + *) for TCM and MTCM schemes based on M-PSK for the

Rayleigh fading channel. The pairwise enor probability represents the probability of

choosing the coded sequence i=(*¡,*2,...,*¡) when x=(x¡,x2,...,x¡) is transmitted.

This upper bound is given by:

P(x-+*)=(nrt*ftF"-l,l'l) (3r)

At sufficiently high SNR, equation (3.1) simplifies to the asymptotic case

P(x-+*)=(TfrF"-*"1')-',,,, (3.2)



Cavers and Ho [l2] have shown that the pairwise error probability for other signal

sets has the form of equation 3.2 multiplied by a correction factor. The following

discussion therefore applies to all signal sets. P(x + *) is inversely proportional to the

product of the squared Euclidean distance along the enor path. Therefore, the primary

design criterion for high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) is the maximization of the lengh of

the shortest error event path L. The maximization ofthe product ofthe branch distances

along that path is the second design criterion. A TCM or MTCM scheme that meets

both of these criteria will perform optimally over the Rayleigh fading channel even

through du.. does not achieve its optimum value over the AWGN channel.

The primary design criterion for the Raleigh fading channel introduces an important

limitation in the design of TCM schemes. Since the performance ofthe code is inversely

proportional to the length of the minimum error event path, trellises which contain a

parallel path (L:1), will perform poorly over this type of channel. This in turn implies

that trellises based on large M must have many states to avoid these parallel paths. For

example, the minimum number of states for trellises based on 16-QAM and 64-QAM

signal sets must be 8 and 32 respectively in order to avoid parallel paths. On the other

hand, it is important to limit the number of states in trellises for mobile radio

communications because the complexity of the decoder increases with the number of

states. An increase in decoder complexity results in additional cost and longer decoding

delays, both of which are undesirable. A search through recent scientific literature

indicates that most authors consider 8-state trellises 121,221 as practical for mobile radio

communications while 16-state trellises have not been considered seriously.

It is not possible to reconcile these conflicting criteria solely through using standard

TCM schemes for large signal sets. However, the minimum enor event length in a trellis

can be increased by using MTCM even though parallel paths are present. Most of the

schemes developed in this thesis have 8 states due to the practical considerations

discussed above. There is some discussion on 16-state schemes but optimum trellises for
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these schemes are not provided because the search for l6-state optimum trellises is

difficult and requires extensive computer searches.

The foltowing example eKracted from [20] illustrates the design criteria for the

design of MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel. Consider the trellis diagram

of Figure 3.1 for the k=2, rate 416ÌMTCM scheme for 8-PSK

(0,0xr,Ð(2,2x3,7X4,4X5,1 X6,6X7,3)
(0,4x1, 1 X2,6X3,3X4,0X5,5X6,2X7,7)

(0,2)(1,7 \ (2AX3,1 X4, 6X 5,3X6, 0X 7,5)
(2,0x3,5X4,2X5,7X6,4X7,1 X0,6X1,3)

Figure 3.1 - Rate 4/6 MTCM based on 8-PSK for the Rayleigh fading channel

The signal set can be found in Figure 2.2a. Observe that in order for the minimum

enor event length to be larger than one, the composite signals assigned to parallel paths

must differ in both symbol positions. This holds true for the example and the minimum

error event path for that MTCM scheme is L:2. This fulfils the principal design criterion.

The second design criterion requires that the product of the squared distance over the

minimum erfor event path be maximized. In the examplq if the all-zero path is arbitrarily

taken as the correct one, the minimum product over the error event path of length L=2

for the parallel paths is represented by composite symbols (0,0) and (1,5) and is equal to

. d'= d2[(0,0),(1,s)]

= dr(o, 1) . d2(0,5) = 4 sin2ä.4 sin2& = 1.sass¡1r.+ :1¡2) =2
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For the two-branch error event path of L=2, this error event is represented by

composite symbols (0,0) and (0,4) over the first branch and composite symbols (0,0) and

(0,2) over the second branch. The minimum product over this path is equal to2

d'? = d'?[(0, o), (0,2)] . d'[(0, o), (1, 3)]

= d'z(o, 0). d2(0,+¡ o d2(0, o¡. dz(o,z) = +. z = s

Since the product for the parallel branches is the smallest, the performance of the

scheme will be determined by that product. In this example, the minimum squared

distance over the minimum error event path has already been maúmized and this trellis is

optimum in the sense that no other signal assignment can yield a better error performance.

It is relatively simple to design a MTCM scheme that only meets the primary design

criterion for the Rayleigh fading channel. However, the er¡or performance of such an

arbitrary scheme would likely be poor. Therefore, it would be preferable to design

MTCM schemes that meet both design criteria. Partitioning the composite signal set in

such a way as to meet the second design criterion is complex but possible. This problem

is resolved in the next section.

3.3 - Signal partitioning for the Rayleigh fading channel

Divsalar and Simon have developed a method to partition M-PSK signal sets for

the Rayleigh fading channel. The technique can be used for various values of k and takes

advantage of the high degree of symmetry in M-PSK constellations. However, the

distance between symbols in an M-PSK signal set decreases rapidly with M Accordingly,

increasing the size ofthe signal set results in a rapidly diminishing return in performance.

For large signal sets, two-dimensional constellations like M-QAM are preferable.

2 Note that the pairwize enor probability expression given at Equation 3.1

guaranties that each term in the product is at least L Therefore, the distance between

two identical symbols is considered to be 1 in all distance calculations involving a scheme

designed for the Rayleigh fading channel.



Unfortunately, partitioning signal sets for these constellations is difticult because of the

lack of symmetry within these signal sets.

This thesis results in the partitioning of various constellations including 8-, 16- and

32-qe¡ø as well as 8- and 32-SQ for the Rayleigh fading channel3. This partitioning is

conducted using the reverse partitioning method described in section 2.3.3 combined with

computer searches for the larger signal sets. A multiplicity ofk=2 is assumed throughout

except when specifically stated othen ise.

The reverse partitioning method relies on the fact that the lowerJevel partitions are

known. These partitions are easily derived for the AWGN channel as discussed in

Chapter 2. However, the lowerJevel partitions for the Rayleigh fading channel are not

immediately obvious because the partitioning criteria differ from the one for the AWGN

channel. Therefore, it may appear that the partitioning of M-QAM signal sets for the

Rayleigh fading channel is complex. In fact, this is not true and it can be shown that the

lowerJevel partitions for the Rayleigh fading channel are identical to the lowerJevel

partitions for the AWGN channel for many signal constellations. As proof, the following

lemma is used:

Lemma 3.1. The lower level of partitioning for the Rayleigh fading

channel is the same as the lower level of partitioning for the AWGN

chan¡el for M-SQ signal sets and for M-QAM signal sets where M:2" , s

even.

Proof. To prove that this lemma is valid, it must satisfy both

performance criteria for a MTCM code designed for the Rayleigh fading

channel. Partitioning a M-QAM or a M-SQ constellation using the

partitioning method described in section 2.3.3 will always satisfu the

t SQ refers to skewed quadrature. A SQ signal set is a signal set that includes

every second symbol ofa squared M-QAM signal set. For example, 32-SQ contains

every second symbol of 64-QAM.



primary criterion since the two composite symbols at the lower level of

partitioning differ in both symbol positions.

The second criterion can be verified as follows: Consider two numbers a

and b such that their sum is a+b=c. Then a=c-b. Let the product ab=d

or (c-b)b=d. This product is maximized when the derivative of d with

respect to b is zero, that is: 0=c-2b. This implies that 2b:c or that a=b.

For the Ungerboeck partitioning of a composite M-QAM or a M-SQ

signal set, the squared Euclidean distance between constituent symbols

of the two composite signals at the lower level of partitioning are

identical. Therefore, the product of the squared Euclidean distance

between the two composite signals is maúmized. This effectively

satisfies the second criterion.

By taking advantâge ofthe above lemma,,the reverse partitioning ofthe composite

signal set for the Rayleigh fading channel is considerably facilitated because the

lowerJevel partitions can be designed as if they were intended for the AWGN channel.

They can then be combined into higherJevel partitions according to the design criteria for

the Rayleigh fading channel.

The reverse partitioning method for the Rayleigh fading channel applies to all

squared signal sets, that is, signal sets where the symbols in the set can be circumscribed

by a square. For example, the rule applies to 16- and 64-QAM as well as 8- and 32-SQ

signal sets. The rule also applies to other (but not all) signal sets such as 8- and 32-qelW

which are not circumscribed by a square.
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3.4 - Designing MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel

3.4.1 - General

This section deals with the design of MTCM schemes based on two'dimensional

signal sets with a multiplicity of le2 for the Rayleigh fading channel. The reverse

partitioning method is applied to 8- and 32-SQ as well as 8-, 16- and 64-QAM signal

sets. The results of the partitioning are then apptied in the design of MTCM schemes

optimally suited to the Rayleigh fading channel, These schemes are discussed in

sub-sections 3.4.2 through 3.4.6.

All the schemes discussed in this thesis have 8 or fewer states. It would have been

useful to design MTCM schemes for larger trellises. However, designing optimum

trellises becomes increasingly difrcult as the number of states is increased. This is

because there exist no easy method to design optimum trellises other than exhaustive

computer searches. The number of possible mappings increases rapidly with the number

of states making these searches lengthy.

The error performance of the MTCM schemes designed in this section were

simulated on a GATEWAY 2000 4DX2-66 IBM compatible computer. The software

was written in C++ and compiled with the Borland C+l compiler. The simulations used a

multipurpose Viterbi decoder capable of handling schemes based on any ofthe signal sets

and multiplicity considered in this thesis. The Viterbi decoder software was not

optimized for any particular scheme. The various data points are based on simulations

producing at least l,O0O symbol errors. Sub-section 3.4.7 compares the relative

processing times for some of the schemes designed in this section.
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3.4.2 - 8-SQ, multiplicity k=2

Consider a 8-SQ, k=2 signal set as shown in figure 3.2. There are (8X8)=64

composite symbols of which only 32 are required to represent all combinations of

information bit pairs. No trellis based on this signal set may have more than 8 parallel

paths or the primary design criterion for the Rayleigh fading channel would not be met.

Therefore, it is sufficient to partition the signal set in such a way that the highest-leveL

partitions do not contain more than 8 composite symbols. Accordingly, the highest-level

partition is divided into 4 partitions of 8 composite symbols each. The partitioning for

both the AWGN and the Rayleigh fading channel is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2 - 8-SQ signal set

The composite symbols in the lowerJevel partitions are selected according to the

complement rule discussed in section 2.3.3. These 32 individual composite symbols are

shown in column 1 of Figure 3.3. Column 2 of Figure 3.3 shows the pairs of composite

symbols at the lowest level of partitioning. Lemma 3.1 ensures that the product of the

squared Euclidean distance between these pairs of composite symbols is maximized. In

the third column, the partitions.in column 2 are combined into a higherJevel partition

according to the criterion for the AWGN channel. Since the constituent symbols of the

composite symbol pairs at this level of partitioning difer in both positions, both design

criteria for the Rayleigh fading chanriel are also met. Therefore, the partitioning of

column 3 is optimal for both types ofchannel.
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Pûlitioning for Raylelgh Fâding Chânnel

Figure 3.3 - Partitioning of 8-SQ with k:2

The fourth column shows the optimum partitioning at the last level of partitioning

that is of interest for the AWGN and the Rayleigh fading channel. The two sets of

subsets differ. Indeed, it is apparent that the optimum subsets for the AWGN channel

contradict the primary design criterion for the Rayleigh fading channel. The optimum

subsets for the Rayleigh fading channel therefore differ as shown. As a result, trellises

based on the Rayleigh fading channel are not optimum for the AWGN channel and vice

versa.

Figure 3.4 illustrates optimum trellises for 2',4' and 8-state MTCM for the 8-SQ

signal set. The symbol enor .performance of these schemes were simulated and the

results are shown in Figure 3.5. The performance of these MTCM schemes increases

with the number of states. Also shown is the symbol error performance of an optimum

8-state, half-connected TCM scheme, i.e., with a multiplicity k=1. The minimum error

event length for that scheme is L=3. The symbol error performance ofthat TCM scheme

is superior to that ofthe equivalent MTCM scheme. Therefore, there is no advantage in
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using an 8-state MTCM scheme for a signal set with M=8 since the equivalent TCM

scheme is superior.

81,82,83,84

85,86,87,88

82,81,84,83
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D1 .D2 .03 ,D4 ,D5 ,D6 ,D7 ,D8
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D6 ,D5 ,D8 ,07 ,D2 ,Dl ,D4,D3

D14,D13,D16,D15,D10,D9,D't2,D11

08 ,D7 ,06 ,D5 ,04 ,D3 ,D2 ,D1

D16,D1 5,O14,D1 3,D12,D't 1,D10,O9

Figure 3.4 - Trellises for MTCM schemes based on 8-SQ
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Figure 3.5 - P[enor] in a Rayleigh fading channel for TCM and MTCM

schemes based on 8-SQ

3.4.3 - 8-QAM, multiplicity k=2

The partitioning rule described in section 3.3 may be applied to 8-QAM even

though that signal set is not circumscribed by a square. 8-QAM is a special case and

works because there are only 8 symbols in the signal set. The same is not true for

32-QAM. Figure 3.6 shows the partitioning of the composite signal set for the AWGN

channel. This partitioning does not contradict either design criterion for MTCM schemes

for the Rayleigh fading channel. Therefore, the optimum partitioning is identical for both

channels. The trellis for the.optimum 2-state MTCM scheme based on 8-QAM is

identical to the 2-state trellis of figure 2.4.

Figure 3.7 plots the symbol error performance of optimum 2-state MTCM schemes

based on 8-QAM, 8-SQ and 8-PSK. As showr¡ the symbol error performance of the

optimum MTCM scheme based on 8-PSK is inferior compared to the symbol error
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perforrnance of the other two schemes. The difference between the performance of the

schemes based on 8-SQ and S-QAM is less than 0.2 dB at a symbol error rate of l0'3.

For larger M, the symbol effor performance of schemes based on M-PSK is also

expected to be inferior to schemes based on M-QAM or M-SQ signal sets since the

distance between the closest symbols in M-PSK diminishes faster for increasingly larger

M than in the case for the other two signal sets. For this reason, this thesis does not

further compare the performance of MTCM schemes based on M-PSK against the

performance of MTCM schemes based on two-dimensional signal sets.
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Figure 3.7 - P[error] in a Rayleigh fading channel for 2-state MTCM

schemes based on 8-QAM, 8-SQ and 8-PSK

3.4.4 - 16-QAM, multiplicity Ie2

The use of 16-QAM increases the information throughput by one bit per signalling

interval compared to schemes based on signal sets \ryith 8 symbols. In the case of a M=16

signal set such as 16-QAM, there are (16X16)=256 composite symbols of which only

hal{, or 128, are required for the scheme. Since there cannot be more than 16 parallel

paths in order to meet the primary design criterion for the Rayleigh fading channel,

schemes based on 16-QAM Ífust have trellises with at least 4 states. It is therefore

sufficient to partition the composite signal set into 8 partitions of 16 composite signals

each at the highest level ofpartitioning. The optimum partitioning for the Rayleigh fading

channel is shown in Figure 3.8 at the appropriate levels for the 4- and 8-state schemes.

The 16-QAM composite signal set can be found n frgtre 2.7.
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Figure 3.8 - Partitioning of 16-QAM with lc-2

Optimum 4- and 8-state MTCM schemes based on 16-QAM are shown in Figure

3.9 using the partitions in Figure 3.8. The simulation results for these two schemes are

shown in Figure 3.10. At a P[enor] of 2 x 10-3 the 8-state scheme is approximately I dB

better than the 4-state scheme. This value is verified using equation 3.1. The asymptotic

symbol effor performance of the 4-state scheme is determined by the product of the

squared Euclidean distance between composite symbols assigned to parallel paths which

is

P[enor]* @ffi.*=æ,+-F

By comparison, the asymptotic symbol error performance of the optimum 8-state

MTCM scheme shown is also restricted by parallel paths and is
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P[error]cc(Effd),. Th=5(E/kd|,

which represents an improvement of approximately 0.97 dB over the 4-state MTCM

scheme. This value confirms the results of the simulations. Furthermore, it confirms that

equation 3.2 is relatively accurate when comparing the performance of two schemes

based on the same signal set. However, equation 3.2 is not accurate when comparing the

performance of two schemes based on different signal sets. This is not surprising since

the correction factors applied to equation 3.2 are different for each signal set as

previously stated in sèction 3.2.

al ,82 .83 .B¿ .85 .86 ,87 .88

Bg,8't0,81't,812,813,81¡1,815,816

E3 ,84 ,81 ,82 ,87 ,88 ,85 ,86

81 1,812,89,A10,815,8r6,813.814

B5 ,85 ,88 ,87 ,82 ,81 ,84 ,83

811,8r3,816,81s,810,89,8r2,811

88 ,87 ,86 ,Bs ,84 ,$ ,42 ,81

8t6.815.814.8t3.812.41 1.Bf 0.49

Figure 3.9 - Trellises for MTCM schemes based on 16-QAM

Although an optimum l6-state MTCM scheme was not designed, the symbol error

performance of that scheme may be estimated by comparison to the 4- and 8-state
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schemes using equation 3.1. Assuming that the parallel paths govern the symbol enor

performance, we get

P[enor]ccGffi.ft+ß=16@kF

which represents an improvement in error performance of 5.5 dB over the 8-state

scheme. This is a significant improvement.

P[enor]
1E+0

10 15 20
Eb/No (dB)

Figure 3. 10 - P[error] in a Rayleigh fading channel for MTCM

schemes based on I6-QAM and 32-SQ

A conventional TCM scheme based on I6-QAM requires 8 states to avoid parallel

paths. However, the enor event length for such a trellis is only L=2. In order to

increase the error event length to L=3 and make a conventional code competitive with

MTCM schemes, a trellis with å4 states would be required. Such a trellis is beyond the

scope of this thesis. The performance of the 8-state conventional TCM scheme is

estimated through equation 3. I

P[error]cc'fu. ¿Á=ãF*F
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The error performance of this scheme is identical to the error performance ofthe 4-state

MTCM schemen. Because of its lower number of states, the four-state MTCM scheme is

preferable to the 8-state conventional TCM scheme.

3.4.5 - 32-SQ, multiplicity k=2

32-SQ is illustrative of signal sets with 32 symbols. There are 1,024 composite

symbols of which 512 are required for MTCM schemes. This implies that there are 256

composite symbols for every node of the trellis. Since there cannot be more than 32

parallel paths in order to meet the primary design criterion for the Rayleigh fading

channel, trellises with less than 8 states need not be considered. The highest level of

partitioning will therefore contain 16 partitions of32 composite symbols each. These 16

partitions are shown in figure 3.11.

The optimum 8-state MTCM trellis for 32-SQ is shown in Figure 3.12 using the

partitions of Figure 3.11. The simulation result is shown in Figure 3.10. As the

simulation shows, the error performance for this scheme is worse than the error

performance based on 4- and 8-state MTCM schemes based on 16-QAM. However,

32-SQ has a higher information rate at 4 information bits/symbol than 16-QAM at three

information bits/symbol. A more appropriate comparison would be to normalize the

4^{" a*i. of Figure 3.10 by the information rate of each code or to compare the BER of

the two codes. This is left to the reader,

The symbol error performance of the 16-state MTCM scheme based on 32-SQ

compared to the error performance of the 8-state MTCM scheme may be estimated

through equation 3.1. For the l6-state scheme, the minimum product of the squared

Euclidean distance over the parallel path is equal to 640. This minimum product is equal

to 64 for the 8-state scheme. The improvement in error performance is therefore

This result was confirmed though simulations.
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l0log(3a0l64)= 10 dB. This substantial improvement is a function of the partitioning of

the composite signal set.
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Figure 3. I I - Partitioning for 32-SQ with tF2
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A8 ,A7 ,A6 ,A5 ,A4 ,43 ,42 ,41

416.415,414.413,412,41 1.4t0,49

Figure 3.12 - 8-state trellis for MTCM scheme based on 32-SQ

3,4.6 - 64-QAM, multiplicify k=2

64-QAM is the largest signal set considered in this thesis. There are 4,096

composite symbols of which 2,048 are required for the scheme. Of the 1,024 composite

symbols per node, no more than 64 may be in the highest partition in order to maintain a

error event length ofl-=2. The minimum acceptable number of states in the trellis is 16.

The highest level of partitioning must have 32 partitions, each with 64 composite

symbols. This partitioning level is shown in Appendix A.

It was not possible to design an optimum MTCM scheme for this signal set due to

the large number of states and composite symbols involved. Furthermore, it was not

possible to estimate the performance of the scheme since equation 3. I is not accurate in

such a case.
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3.4.7 - Processing time delays for various schemes

Figure 3.13 shows the relative processing time for the various MTCM schemes

designed in this section. The processing times shown in figure 3.13 apply to the general

purpose Viterbi decoder developed for this thesis. The nomenclature in Figure 3.13 is as

follows: s2k2 refers to a 2-state trellis with multiplicity k=2; similarly, s8k1 refers to the

optimum 8-state trellis with multiplicity k=I. Each bar in the graph identifies the number

of states and the multiplicity of the scheme for specific signal sets. As expected, the

relative processing time increases with the number of states in a trellis and the number of

symbols in the signal set. For example, doubling the number of symbols in the signal set

while maintaining the same number of states in a trellis quadruples the number of parallel

paths. This in turn quadruples the number of computations and comparisons at each state

in the Viterbi decoder. Doubling the number of states in a trellis while retaining the same

signal set doubles the overall number of computations in the Viterbi decoder.

Furthermore, the memory requirement doubles and more time is spent shifting data in

memory.

Because the Viterbi decoder is requted to handle a large variety of schemes, it is

relatively inefficient. For example, the large number of memory manipulations results in

poor performance when applied to schemes with large number of states. A more efficient

implementation would reduce the amount of data shufling in memory. Therefore, the

results shown in this section should not be considered representative for a practical

implementation. They are included only to allow the reader to get a general idea of the

relative processing times for various schemes.



s2k2 s4k2 s8k2 s8k3 sl6k1
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Figure 3.13 - Relative processing times for various schemes

3.5 - Increasing the multiplicity

All the MTCM schemes considered up to this point have a multiplicity of lc=2. It is

possible to use signal sets based on a greater multiplicity. This is equivalent to increasing

the diversity of a scheme. In order to increase the performance of MTCM schemes over

the Rayleigh fading channel by increasing the multiplicity and hence, the minimum error

event length to L=k, the number of states in a trellis must also increase. For example,

consider a 8-SQ signal set with a multiplicity of k=3. There are 83:5 12 composite

symbols in this signal set and. each composite symbol represents 6 information bits.

Therefore, there must be 26=64 composite symbols at each node of the trellis. 128

composite symbots or one quarter of the available composite symbol set is required for

the scheme. Furthermore, since there cannot be more than 8 parallel paths to maintain an

efror event length of L=3, there must be 6418=8 states in the trellis. This scheme falls

within the parameters established for this thesis and is described in section 3.5. 1.
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Increasing the muttiplicity to k:4 with the same signal set would result in a trellis

with at least 32 states. Similarly, using a multiplicity of k=3 and a M:16 signal set would

also require a trellis with at least 32 states. Therefore, an increase in the multiplicity only

results in trellises with less than 16 states for small signal sets with M<8. The

performance of optimum MTCM schemes based on 8-SQ and a multiplicity of k=3 is

discussed below.

The performance of MTCM schemes based on 8-SQ and a multiplicity of k=3 is

examined here as an example. The partitioning of 8-SQ for a multiplicity of k=3 is

conducted using the same methodology as for a multiplicity of k:2. First, the 128

composite symbols are selected and paired at the lowest level of partitioning For

example, the composite symbol (0,0,0) is paired with its complement (5,5,5). The 64

pairs of composite symbols are partitioned into 32 partitions of4 composite symbols each

and then into 16 partitions of8 composite symbols each. These sixteen partitions and the

8-state trellis are shown in figure 3.14.

Figure 3.15 compares the performance of this scheme with the performance ofthe

8-state MTCM scheme based on the same signal set but with a multiplicity of lc2. The

error performance of the scheme based on a multiplicity of le2 is superior to the error

performance of the scheme based on a multiplicity of Ie3. This is explained by

comparing the two trellises. First, consider the trellis for the multiplicity of k:2 shown in

figure 3.4. There are only two parallel paths and the pairs of composite symbols over the

parallel paths are complements of each other. Therefore, the product of the squared

Euclidean distance over the parallel paths is 322=1024. Now consider the trellis for the

multiplicity of le3. There are 8 parallel paths and the product ofthe squared Euclidean

distance over the parallel paths is 83=512. Since the performance ofboth ofthese trellises

is limited by the parallet paths, it follows that the error performance of the MTCM

scheme based on a multiplicity of le3 must be inferior to the performance of the MTCM

scheme based on a multiplicity of le2 even though the minimum enor event length is

smaller. Therefore, there are no advantages in increasing the multiplicity to k=3 for an
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8-state trellis.

A1 ,A2 ,A3 ,A4 ,45 ,46 ,47 ,48

A9,A10,A1't,A't2,41 3,414,415,416

A3 ,A4 ,A1 ,A2 ,A7 ,A8 ,45 ,46

A1 1,A12,A9,A1o,A15,A16,A13,414

A6 ,45 ,48 ,A7 ,A2 ,A1 ,A4 ,43

A14,A13,A16,A1s,A10,A9,A12,41 1

A8 ,A7 ,A6 ,A5 ,A4 ,A3 ,42 ,A1

A16,A15,A14,A1 3,A1 2,41'1,410,49

(0,0.0x5,5,5x1,1,1X4,4,4X2,2,2X7.7,7X3,3,3X6,6,6) - Al
(0,0,1 x5,5,4X1,1,5X4,4,0X2,2,6X7,7,3X3,3,2X6,6,7) - A2
(0,0.5x5,5,0x1,1,4x4,1, I x2,2,7X7,7,2X3,3,6X6,6,3) - A3
(0,0,4x5,5,1X1,1,0X4,4,5X2,2,3X7,7,6X3,3,7)(6,6,2) - A4
(0,1,0x5,1,5X1,5,1X4,0,4X2,6,2X7,3,7X3,2,3X7,7,6) - A5
(0,1,1X5,4,4X1,5,sX4,0,0X2,2,6X7,7,3X3,3,2X6,6,7) - A6
(0,1.5X5,4,0X1,5,4X4,0.1X2,6,7X7,3,2X3,2,6X6,7,3) - A7
(0,1,4X5,1,1 Xl,5,0X4,0,sX2,6,3X7.3,6X3,2,7X6,7,2) - A8
(0,5,0x5,0,sxr,4,1x4,1.4x2,7,2x7,2,7X3,6,3X6,3,6) - A9
(0,5,1 X5,0.4X1,4,5X4,1,0X2,7,6X7,2,3X3,6,2X6,3,7) - A1 0
(0,5,5X5,0,0X1,1,4X4,r,IX2,7,7X7.2,2X3,6,6X6,3,3) - All .

(0,5,4X5,0,1Xr,1.0X4,1.sX2,7,3X7,2,6X3,6,7X6,3,2) - 412
(0,4,0x5,1,5X1,0,1X4,5,4X2,3,2X7,6,7X3,7,3X6,2,6) - 413
(0,4,1Xs,1,4X1,0,sX4,5,0X2,3,6X7.6,3X3,7,2)96,27) - 414
(0,4,5X5,1,0X1,0,4X4,5,1X2,3,7X7,6,2X3,7,6X6,2,3) - 415

Figure 3.14 - 8-state MTCM scheme based on 8-SQ with le3

Now consider a 16-state 'trellis. The trellis for a multiplicity of le2 will have no

parallel path and the minimum error event length will be L:3. The trellis with the

multiplicity of k=3 will have 4 parallel paths per branch and the error event length will

also be 3. Since there are no parallel paths in the trellis based on a multiplicity of lc2, the

product of the squared Euclidean distance over the minimum enor event length for that
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trellis is larger than for the trellis based on a multiplicity ofk=3. Once again, there is no

advantage in increasing the multiplicity to lc3 for a 16-state trellis.

P[error]
1E+0

1E-1

1E-2

1E-3

1E-4

1E-5 L

0 10 15
Eb/No (dB)

Figure 3.15 - P[error] in a Rayleigh fading channel for MTCM

schemes based on 8-SQ with k=2 and k=3

3.6 - Summary

In order to design MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel, two design

criteria must be met. The principal design criterion is the maximization of the length of

the shortest error event. The second design criterion is the maximization ofthe product

ofthe squared Euclidean distance over that effor event. In order to satisfy the two design

criteria, a method to partition a two-dimensional signal set \¡tas developed for

two-dimensional signal sets that can be circumscribed by a square. It was shown that for

these signal sets, the lowerJevel partitions are identical to the lowerlevel partitions

obtained as if the scheme was designed for the AWGN channel. The higherJevel

partitions are obtained by using the reverse partitioning method described in Chapter 2.
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To demonstrate this partitioning technique, 8-SQ, 8-QAM, 16-QAM, 32-SQ and

6a-q¡\A signal sets based on a multiplicity of k=2 as well as 8-SQ based on a multiplicity

of le3 were partitioned. A number of optimum MTCM schemes for 2-, 4-, and 8-state

trellises were designed for 8-SQ, 8-QAM, l6-QAM and 32-SQ signal sets.

Unfortunately, optimum 16-state trellises could not be designed. However, the error

performance of l6-state trellises based on these signal sets as well as 64-QAM was

analyzed.

Through analyang the error performance of various MTCM schemes, the following

conclusions are made:

l. Increasing the number of states in a trellis always improves

error performance. The amount of improvement depends on the signal

set and is not always significant. The improvement comes at the expense

of a longer decoding delay;

2. For signal sets with 8 symbols or less, there is no advantage in

using MTCM for trellises with 16 or fewer states because TCM schemes

based on the same signal set exhibit better error performance. For signal

sets with more than 8 symbols, there is a definite advantage in using

MTCM;

3. MTCM schemes based on a multiplicity of lc3 can only be

designed to have less than 16 states if the signal set contains 8 symbols

or less. Increasing the multiplicity of a MTCM scheme based on such a

signal set from Ie2 to Ie3 does not result in an improvement in the

error performance ofthe scheme for trellises with l6 or fevser states.



Ghapter 4 - Component diversity

4.1 - General

This chapter examines a recent diversity technique developed by Giraud &.

al.[28,38]. Other diversity techniques have long been used to counter the effects of

Rayleigh fading. Unfortunately, existing techniques are not well suited to commercial

user-based mobile radio communication networks. For example, frequency diversity is

costly in terms of bandwidth while space diversity, a technique that simultaneously uses

multiple antennas, is not compatible with small handheld terminals. Consequently,

Boulle and Belfiore's technique is better suited for mobile radio communication networks.

Their technique will be referred to as component diversity.

Boulle and Belfiore developed component diversity for use with uncoded

modulation schemes based on multidimensional signal sets. Section 4.2 reviews their

work with an emphasis on two-dimensional signal sets. Component diversity may also be

used in conjunction with TCM or MTCM schemes. The advantages and drawbacks of

combining component diversity with other TCM and MTCM are discussed in Section 4.3.

4.2 - Component diversity

Figure 4.1 is a block diagram ofa system using component diversity. Information

bits are mapped to an individual symbol of a signal set O. A component interleaver is

used to scramble the components of the transmitted symbols. At the receiver, the

received symbols are component de-interleaved before maximum likelihood detection,

The key to the performance of component diversity is the use of the component

interleaver and de-interleaver. In addition, there is a restriction on the multidimensional

signal set used to modulate the information bits. These two issues are discussed below.
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ouÞut bi!8

Figure 4.1 - Component diversity block diagram

The component interleaver is illustrated at Figure 4.2 for a two-dimensional signal

set. Let xr...xn denote n symbols with co-ordinates (x,,,x,) ... 0ç,,4J. The two

components of the n symbols are entered sequentially into the interleaver n symbols at a

time. The symbols yr...y. transmitted over the Rayleigh fading channel are composed of

the two components each of the inputted x symbols For example, y,:(x,,, xrJ. The

transmitted symbols are therefore not the symbols to which the information bits were

mapped, but "pseudo-symbols" generated by the component interleaver. At the

de-interleaver, the original symbols are regenerated from the "pseudo-symbols". Because

the two components of the original symbols were transmitted over the channel during

different signalling intervals, they were subjected to different fading coefficients.

input symbolf>
components

transmitted
symbol

Figure 4.2 - Component interleaver

r
ìc
ll

I
È

ll
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Assuming an infinite length interleaver, the fading coefficients for the two

components of a symbol are uncorrelated. In this case, an upper bound on the

asymptotic pairwise error probability is given in [28]

Pfr -+x) 
= 
(¡1ffi,',-*,r')

*h.r" T" is the SNR.
No

The pairwise enor probability decreases as the number of terms in the product

increase, that is, as the number of distinct components between pairs of symbols in the

signal set increases. Therefore, in order for component diversity to be effective, each

symbol in the signal set must have unique components. Essentially, no two symbols in the

signal set may share the same component. Furthermorg the distance between symbol

components in any one dimension should be maximized. This is illustrated tkough the

following example. Figure 4.3a is a 8-QAM signal set. Symbols 0 through 3 all share the

same y-axis components. As such, this signal set is not useful for component diversity.

Figure 4.3b illustrates the same 8-QAM signal set rotated by an angle 0 =rr/8. Each

symbol now has unique components in both axes and this signal set is more appropriate

for component diversity. In general, there exists an angle Q , which any signal set may be

rotated by, so that each symbol in the signal set has unique components and the distance

between components is maximized. Appendix B demonstrates how to calculate the

optimum rotation angle for various signal sets.

In the above example, it should be apparent that there are 64 possible

pseudo-symbols transmitted while the original symbol set is composed of only 8 symbols.

The average energy of the pseudo-signal set is the same as the energy of the original

signal set. Figure 4.4 shows the P[error] for uncoded 8-QAM modulation over the

Rayteigh fading channel using component diversity for angles of rotation $ equal to 0 and

22.5 degrees. The P[error] for normal uncoded 8-QAM modulation is also shown as a

reference. As shown, component diversity does not lead to an improvement over
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uncoded modulation if the signal set is not rotated. However, the combination of

component diversity and an optimally rotated signal set results in a drastic improvement

at large SNR.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3 - 8-QAM rotated by ô = ¡/S

P[enor]
1E+9

uncod€d 8.QAM
with comæn€nt
divsrElty - rotation

uncod€d 8-QAM
with component
div€r8ity - rotâtion
angls =22.5

0510 152025
Eb/No (dB)

Figure 4.4 - P[enor] in a Rayleigh fading channel for uncoded 8-QAM

with component diversity and rotation angles ofO and 22.5 degrees

As a last note, it must be mentioned that component interleaving requires memory

in order to hold the fading coefficients for each signalling interval since there is a delay

after the de-interleaving before the fading coefficients can be used for decoding. The

amount of memory required increases with the lengh of the interleaver. Since correlation

1E-1

1E-2

1E-3

1E-4



between the fading coefficients of the two component of a symbol limits the performance

ofthis technique, increases in memory correspond to increases in performance.

4.3 - Component diversity combined with MTCM

Component diversity may be combined with MTCM schemes designed for the

Rayleigh fading channel to further improve their performance in a fading environment.

Figure 4.5 illustrates a typical implementation. The component interleaving is performed

after the information bits have been mapped to a sequence of symbols by the trellis

encoder. The component de-interleaving is performed before the decoding. The fading

coefficients for each component of each symbol in a sequence must be stored in memory

until the individual symbols in the sequence are decoded through the Viterbi decoder.

The use of memory is disadvantageous because of the increased complexity and cost of

the receiver. However, this disadvantage may be offset by the increased error

performance which results f¡om combining component diversity and an MTCM scheme.

output b¡ts

Figure 4.5 - MTiM and component diversity block diagram

This section presents simulated results from the combination of component

diversity and two of the MTCM schemes from Chapter 3, namely 4-state 8-SQ and

I6-QAM schemes. The results are presented at Figure 4.6. Also shown are the
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performance of4- and 8-state MTCM schemes based on 8-SQ and 16-Qetø but without

component diversity. It is apparent that the use of component diversity substantially

increases the performance ofboth 4-state 8-SQ and 16-Q¡\a schemes. Furthermore, the

use of component diversity and 4-states MTCM schemes results in higher error

performance than doubling the number of states ofthe MTCM schemes. In other words,

the disadvantage of using more memory for component diversity is offset by the quicker

decoding due to the smaller number ofstates in the trellis.

P[€nor¡
1E+0

1E-5 L

0 t0 15
Eb/No(dB)

Figure 4.6 - P[enor] in a Rayleigh fading channel for MTCM

schemes with and without component diversity

4.4 - Summary

This chapter described 
" 

,...nt diversity technique known as component diversity.

The advantages and disadvantages of using component diversity were examined. The

main disadvantage of this technique is the requirement for memory to store the

transmitted symbol component fading coefficients until they are needed for decoding.

1E-1



The main advantage is the significant improvement in error performance for both uncoded

modulation and MTCM schemes.
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Chapter 5 - Concluding material

5.1 - Summary

This thesis designed and analyzed TCM and MTCM schemes based on M-QAM

and similar two-dimensional signal constellations for the Rayleigh fading channel. This

work was pursued in an effort to increase the channel capacity of mobile radio

communication without increasing the bandwidth or power requirements. Although

methods for designing TCM and MTCM schemes based on M-AM and M-PSK for the

Rayleigh fading channel have already been developed, there was no method to design

TCM and MTCM schemes based on two-dimensional signal sets. Two-dimensional

signal sets have better distance properties than one-dimensional signal sets. As a result,

they lead to better error performance for a given data rate especially for large signal

constellations.

Chapter 2 reviewed the basic principles of TCM and MTCM for the AWGN

channel. It was shown that the performance of a TCM or a MTCM scheme depends on

how the symbols are mapped to the various paths in the trellis. For an optimum scheme,

the signal set must be partitioned in such a way that the minimum squared Euclidean

distance between symbols in each subset is maximized, regardless of the level of

partitioning. In addition, these subsets must be mapped into the various branches in the

trellis in such a way as to maximize the free distance of the trellis. The obvious method

that partitions a composite signal set by dividing the composite symbols making up a

partition into two new sub-partitions was found to be awkward for signal sets \¡/ith 16

symbols or more. To handle larger composite signal sets, a new method referred to as

the reverse partitioning method was devised. The reverse partitioning method proved to

be relatively simple to implement and can be used to partition relatively large

two-dimensional composite signal sets. The method assumes that the lowerlevel subsets

are known. The lowerlevel subsets are then combined in increasingly large subsets at

higherJevels of partitioning.
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Chapter 3 began with an examination of the criteria for designing TCM and MTCM

schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel. There are two criteria that must be met in order

to design optimal TCM and MTCM schemes for the Rayleigh fading channel. The

maximization of the length of the shortest error event is the principal design criterion.

The maximization of the product ofthe squared Euclidean distance over that error event

is the second design criterion. It \4,4s shown that MTCM schemes are required in order

to satisry both criteria for large signal sets. The problem of partitioning two-dimensional

composite signal sets for MTCM while satisfying the two design criteria for the Rayleigh

fading channel was then addressed. It was shown that for two-dimensional signal sets

such as 8- and 32-SQ and 16- and 64-QAM which are circumscribed by a square, the

lowerlevel of partitioning for the Rayleigh fading channel is the same as for the AWGN

channel. Consequently, the reverse partitioning method developed in Chapter 2 can be

apptied. This result was used to design MTCM schemes based on two-dimensional

composite signal sets and their enor performance was analyzed. The effect of increasing

the multiplicity from k=2 to k:3 was also investigated.

Chapter 4 examined component diversity. This technique is useful to improve the

error performance of both uncoded and coded modulation schemes over the Rayleigh

fading channel. It employs a component interleaver to ensure that each symbol

components is affected by a different fading coefficient during transmission. For

component diversity to be effective, a major restriction on the signal set must be satisfied.

Each symbol in a signal set must have distinct components and the differences between

the components must be maximized. It was shown that existing signal sets can be rotated

by an optimal angle in order to satisry this condition. The disadvantage of using

component diversity is the requirement for additional memory to hold the symbol

components fading coefficients until they are needed for decoding. Finally, the

improvement in error performance of two MTCM schemes designed in Chapter 3 was

examined for the case when these schemes are combined with component diversity.
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5.2 - Conclusion

The work conducted for this thesis leads to the following conclusions:

1. The reverse partitioning method is useful to partition two-dimensional

composite signal sets for MTCM. The method may be used for

relatively large signal sets.

2. Theoptimum partitioning of two-dimensional composite ,ignat sets tnat

satisfy the two criteria for the Rayleigh fading channel may be performed

using the reverse partitioning method if the signal set in question is

circumscribed by a square.

3. For signal sets with 8 symbols or less, there is no advantage is using

MTCM for trellises with 16 or fewer states because TCM schemes based

on the same signal set exhibit better error performance over the Rayleigh

fading channel. For signal sets with more than 8 symbols, there is a

definite advantage in using MTCM over the Rayleigh fading channel.

4. Increasing the number of states in a trellis always improves error

performance for a given signal set but results in a longer decoding delay.

5. MTCM schemes based on a multiplicity of k:3 may be designed to have

less than 16 states only if the signal set contains 8 symbols or less.

Increasing the multiplicity of a MTCM scheme based on such a signal set

from Ie2 to k=3 does not result in an improvement in the error

performance ofthe scheme for trellises with 16 or fewer states.

6. Lastly, the examination of component diversity in terms of its usefulness

concluded that the main advantage of this technique relates to the



signifrcant improvement in error performance for both uncoded

modulation and MTCM schemes. The main disadvantage relates to the

requirement for memory to store the transmitted symbol component

fading coefficients until they are needed for decoding.

5.3 - Proposal for future work

Th¡ee issues addressed in this thesis were left incomplete and deserve further

âttention.

t. This thesis only developed MTCM schemes with 8-state trellises.

Designing optimum l6-state schemes is fairly complex. However, the

gain in error performance of 16-state MTCM schemes compared to

MTCM schemes with fewer trellis states may make the exercise

worthwhile. The partitioning for a number of signal sets has already

been done in this thesis and the results are directly applicable to MTCM

schemes with l6-state trellises.

The only composite signal sets considered in this thesis, except for

8-QAM, are composite signal sets based on signals sets that can be

circumscribed by a square. For these composite signal sets, the

lowerlevel of partitioning is identical for the AWGN and the Rayleigh

fading channel. As a result, the reverse partitioning method can be used.

There may be other signal sets which are not circumscribed by a square

but for which the lowerJevel of partitioning is the same for the AWGN

and the Rayleigh fading channel. Some ofthese signal sets might have

better distance properties than the signal sets considered in this thesis.

MTCM schemes with better error performance could be designed based

on these signal sets if such is the case.
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J. The reverse partitioning method might also apply to signal sets

circumscribed by a cube or hypercube for three and four dimensional

signal sets respectively. It could be of interest to verify whether this is

the case.
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Appendix A - Partitioning for 64-QAM

The 64-QAM signal set is shown at Figure A. 1. Figure 4.2 shows the partitioning

for 64-QAM with multiplicity of k:2. There are 32 partitions of 64 composite symbols

each. This partitioning is relevant to a MTCM scheme based on a trellis with 16 states.

For schemes based on larger trellises, the partitions in Figure 4.2 must be sub-partitioned

into subsets with fewer composite symbols. The composite symbols in Figure A..2 have

been ananged so that the sub-partitioning is evident. The sub-partitioning is done as

follows.

First, consider the partitioning ofthe composite symbol set into 64 partitions of32

composite symbols each. In this case, each partition in Figure 4.2 must be divided into

two subsets. One ofthe subset contains the first 32 composite symbols shown while the

second subset contains the last 32 composite symbols. In turn, both subsets can be

fi.rrther partitioned into two sub-subsets each. Again, the first half of the composite

symbols in a subset form one of the sub-subset. The last half of the composite symbols

form the other sub-subset. The same pattem applies at each level of partitioning.

76aaao
89aaoa
23ooaa
oaao
o a. a a

aoaa
55aaaa
56aaaa

oa
oa
ao

aoa
aoa
aao

oaao
oaoa

10aa
14 15.O

16aa

a
48a

63a

Figure A.l - 64-QAM signal set
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( 0, 0x 4, 4)(36,36)(32,32X2,38X6,34)(38,2)(34,6)(16,s2)(20,48)(s2,16)(48,2o)
(18,18)(22,22)(s4,s4xs0,50) (13,1sx e, r 1x41,43X4s,47Xrs,41X1 1,4sx43,l3)
(47,e)(2e,se)(2s,63Xs7,3r) (6r,27)(31,2e)(27,2s)(se,s7)(63,6lX12,30X8,26)
(40,s8x44,62X1 4,s6)(r0,60)(42,28)(46,24) (28,42)(24,46)(s6,14X60,10X30,12)
(26,8Xs8,40X62,44) ( 1,17)( s,2r)(37,s3)(33,4eX 3,ssx 7,s IX3e,I eX3s,23)
(t7,37)(2r,33)(s3, 1X4e, 5Xle, 3X23, 7Xss,39xs l,3s)

(0,2)(4, 6)(36,38)(32,34X 2,36X 6,32)(38,0)(34,4X16,s4X20,50X52,18)(48,22)
(r8,16)Q2,20) (s4,52Xs0,48) (13,r3X e,e)(41,41)(4s,4s)(1s,43)(11,47X43,1s)
(47,tr)(2e,s7)(2s,6r)(s7,2e) (6 1,2sX3 1,3 1X27,27)(5e,se)(63,63) (t2,28)(8,24)
(40,s6x44,60x1 4,s8)(t0,62)(42,30)(46,26) (28,40)(24,44)(s6,12x60,8X30,14)

Q6,r0)(s8,42)(62,46) (t,te)(s,23)(37,ss)(33,srX 3,s3X 7,4e)(3e,t7)(3s,21)
(17,3e)(21,3 s)(s3, 3)(4e, 1)(re, r)(23, sxss,37Xs 1,33)

( 0, 4x 4,36X36 ,32)(32, 0)(2,48)(6,16X38,20X3 4,s2)(r6,34)(20,2)(s2,6)(48,38)
(r8,22)(22,s4) (s4,s0xs0, r8) (13, sx e,37x4r,33x4s, 1x1s,4exl 1, 17x43,21)
(47,s3)(2e,3s)(2s,3)(s7,7) (61,3e)(3r,23)(27,ssxse,s lX63,le) (12,20)(8,s2)
(40,48X44,16X1 4,32)(10, 0)(42, 4)(46,36) (28,s0X24,18Xs 6,22)(60,s4)(30, 6)
(26,38Xs8,34)(62, 2) ( r,2r)(5,s3X37,4eX33,17X 3,33X 7, 1)(3e, 5X3s,37)
(17,s 1x21, 1exs3,23)(4e,ss)(le, 7x23,3exss,3s)(5 l, 3)

( 0, 6x 4,38X36,34)(32,2)(2,sox 6,18X38,22)(34,s4)(r6,32)(2o,0)(s2,4)(48,36)
(18,20)(22,s2) (s4,48xs0,16) (r3,7)(e,3e)(4r,3sX45,3X15,slX1r,1eX43,23)
(47,ss)Qe,33)(2s,1X57,s) (6r,37)(3r,2r)(27,s3)(se,4e)(63,17)(t2,22)(8,s4)
(40,s0x44, r 8xr 4,34)(10, 2)(42, 6)(46,38) (28,48)(24,16)(s6,20)(60,s2)(30, 4)
(26,36xs8,32X62, 0) ( 1,23)(s,ssx37,s1x33,lex 3,35x 7, 3)(3e, 7x3s,3e)
(17,4e)(21,t7)(s3,21)(4e,s3)(re, sx23,37xss,33xs 1, 1)

( 0, 8x4,40x3 6, 44)(32,r2)(2,60X6,28X3 8,24X3 4,s6)(r 6,46)(20,1 4)(s2,t0)(48,42)
(22,s8X18,26Xs4,62)(s0,30) (13, e)( e,41X41,4sx4s,13X1s,61)(rr,2e)(43,2s)
(47,s7)Qe,47)(2s,1sxs7,r1X61,43)(3r,27)(27,sex5e,63x63,31) (r2,24)(8,s6)
(40,60x44,28Xr 4,44)(t0,12)(42, 8)(46,40)(28,62)(24,30)(s6,26)(60,58X30,10)
(26,42)(s8,46)(62,t4) ( 1,2s)( s,s7)(37,61)(33,2e)(3,4s)(7,13)(3e, eX3s,41)
(1 7,63X21,3 1X53,27)(4e,se)(te,11)(23,43)(s5,47Xs 1, I s)

( 0,10x 4,42X36 ,46)(32,r4)(2,62)( 6,30)(38,26X34,s8) (t6,44)(20,r2)(s2,8X48,40)
(r8,24)(22,s6)(s4,60Xs0,28) (13,1 lX e,43)(4r,47)(4s,15X15,63X1 1,3 1)(43,27)
(47,5e)(2e,4s)(2s,13X57, eX61,41X31,25)(27,s7)(se,6r)(63,2e) (r2,26)(8,s8)
(40,62)(44,3 0)(r 4,46)(10,14)(42,10)(46,42) (28,60)(24,28)(s6,24X60, s 6X3 0, 8)
(26,40X58,44)(62,12) ( 1,27)( s,5e)(37,63)(33,31X 3,47X 7,1sX3e,1 1X35,43)
(17,6r)(2t,2e)(s3,2s)(4e,s7)(re, e)(23,4r)(ss,45)(s l, 13)
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(0,r2x4,8)(36,40)(32,44)(2,42)(6,46X38,14X34,10X16,s6)(20,6o)(s2,28)(48,24)
(r8,3o)(22,26)(s4, 5 8Xs0,62) ( I 3, 3X e, 7X4 1,3 ex4s,3 s)( I 5,37X 1 1,33X43, I )
(47,s)(2e,ss)(2s,s 1xs7,1ex61,23)(31,17)(27,2t)(se,s3X63,4e) (12,14X8, l0)
(4o,42)(4 4,46)(t 4,Ao)(t 0,44)(42. l 2X46, 8X28, s 8)(24,62)(s 6,3 0)(60,26)(3 0,28)
(26,24)(s8,s6)(62,6o) (1, rX s, sX37,37X33,33X 3,3eX 7,3s)(3e,3X3s, 7)
(t7,s3)(21,4e)(s3,r7)(4e,2t)(19, lex23,23X5s,ssX5 r,s 1)

( 0,14X 4,10X36,42)(32,46)(2,40)( 6,44)(38,12X34, 8X16,s8)(20,62)(s2,30)(48,26)
(r8,28)(22,24)(s4,s6xs0,60) (13, IX e, sX4l,37X4s,33)(I s,3ex1 r,3sX43, 3)
(47,7)Qe,s3)(2s,4e)(s7,17)(61,21)(3r,te)(27,23xse,ssX63,51) (12,12X 8, 8)
(40,40)(44,4 4)(r 4,42)(t 0,46)(42. l 4X46, I 0X28, 5 6)(24,6o)(s 6,28)(60,24X3 0,3 0)
(26,26Xs 8, s 8X62,62) ( 1, 3)( s, 7 )(37,3e)(3 3,3 sX 3,3 7X 7,33)(3 e, I X3 s, s)
(17,ssx2l,s 1xs3,1e)(4e,23)(te,t7)Q3,2r)(ss,s3xs 1,4e)

( 0, 1 6X 4, 20X3 6,s 2) (3 2,48)( 2, s 4X 6, 5 0X3 8, I 8)(3 4,22) (r 6,3 6) (20,3 2)(s2, 0) (48, 4)
(18,2)Q2,6Xs4,38Xs0,34) (13,3 1X e,27)(4t,se)(4s,63X1s,57X1 1,6r)(43,2e)
(47,2s) (2e,43)Qs,47)(s7,1s)(61,1 rX3 1,13X27, exse,41X63,45) (12,18)(8,22)
(40,54X44,s0X1 4,s2)(1,0,48)(42,16)(46,20) (28,38)(24,34)(s6,2)(60,6X30, 0)
(26, 4)(s8,36)(62,32) ( r,2e)( s,2s)(37,s7)(33,6lX 3,sex 7,63)(3e,3r)(3s,27)
(r7 ,41)(2r,4s)(s3,r3)(4e, exle, 15)(23, I r) (ss,43)(st,47)

(0,18)(4,22)(36,s4)(32,s0)(2,s2X 6,48X38,16)(34,20) (1ó,38X20,34)(s2,2)(48, 6)
(t8,0)(22, 4)(s4,36)(s0,32) (l3,2eX e,2s)(4r,s7)(4s,6lX15,5eXl 1,63X43,3 1)
(47,27) (2e,41)(2s,4s)(s7,t3)(6r, e)(31,1 s)(27,tl)(se,43)(63,47) (r2, 16X8,20)
(40,s2)(44,48)(r4,s4)(r0,s0)(42,r8)(46,22) Q8,36)(24,32)(s6, 0X60, 4)(30,2)
(26, 6Xs8,38X62,34) (r,31)(s,27)(37,5e)(33,63X 3,57X 7,61)(3e,2e)(3s,2s).
(r7,43)(2r,47)(s3, l sx4e, 1 l X I e,13)(23, e)(s s,4 I X5 1,45)

(0,20)(4,s2)(36.48X32,16X 2,32)(6,0X38,4X34,36) (16,s0X20,18Xs2,22)(48,s4)
(r 8, 6X22,38Xs4,34X50, 2) (r3,2t)(e,s3)(41,4e)(4s,17)(rs,33x1 1, 1X43, s)
(47,37) (2e,sr)(zs,re)(s7,23)(6r,s5X31, 7)(2'7,3e)(se,3s)(63,3) (r2,4X8,36)
(40,32)(44,0X14,48X10,16)(42,20)(46,s2) (28,34)(24,2)(s6,6)(60,38)(30,22)
(26,s4xs8,s0)(62,18) ( 1, s)(s,37)(37,33)(33, lX 3,4eX'1,t7)(3e,2r)(3s,s3)
(17,3s)(2r, 3)(s3, 7)(4e,3e)(1e,23)(23,ss)(s5,s lxs 1, 1e)

(0,22)(4,s4)(36,s0X32,18X 2,34)(6,2X38,6X34,38) (16,48X20,16Xs2,20)(48,s2)
(r8, 4)(22,36)(s4,32)(so,0) (I3,23X e,ssX4r,s lx4s,IeXr 5,3sXI 1, 3)(43, 7)
(47,3e) Qe,4e)(2s,r7)(s7,21)(6r,53X31, s)(27,37)(se,33)(63, r) (12, 6X8,38)
(40,34)(44,2Xr4,50X10,18)(42,22)(46,s4) (28,32)(24,oxs6,4X60,36X30,20)
(26, 52Xs 8,48X62,r 6) ( r, 7)( s,3 e)(37,3 s)(3 3, 3 X 3,s I X 7,re)(3e,23)(3 s,s s)
(r7,33)(2r, rxs3, sx4e,37)(le,2t)(23,s3)(ss,4ex5 l, 17)
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( 0,24)( 4,s6)(36,60)(32,28)(2,44)( 6,12)(38, 8)(34,40)(16,62)(20,3OXs2,26X48,58)
(18,ro)(22,42)(s4,46)(s0,14) (13,25X e,s7)(41,61)(4s,2ex1s,4sxl 1,13x43, e)
(47,4t) (2e,63)(2s,3r)(s7,27)(61,sex3 r,11X27,43)(se,47)(63,1s) (r2, 8X8,40)
(40,44)(44,12)(14,60)(t0,28)(42,24)(46,s6)(28,46)(24,14)(s6,r0)(60,42)(30,26)
(26,s8)(s8,62X62,3o) (r, eX s,4rX37,4s)(33,13X 3,6r)(7,2e)(3e,2s)(3s,s7)
(17,4'1)(2r,r5)(s3,11)(4e,43)(te,27)(23,se)(ss,63Xs 1,3 l)

( 0,26X 4,s8X36 ,62)(32,30)(2,46X 6,14X38, r0)(34,42)(16,60)(20,28)(s2,24)(48,s6)
(18,8X22,40X54,44)(s0,12)(13,27)(e,sex4r,63X4s,3lX1s,47X11,15X43,11)
(47,43) (2e,61)(2s,2e)(s7,2s)(61,s7x31, e)(27,41)(se,4s)(63,13) (r2, 10X8,42)
(40,46)(44,14)(r4,62)(t0,30)(42.26X46,s8) (28,44)(24,12)(s6,8X60,40X30,24)
(26,s6xs8,60X62,28) ( 1,1lX s,43)(37,47)(33,1sX 3,63X 7,31)(3e,27)(3s,se)
(17,4sX21, r3Xs3, e)(4e,41)(re,2s)(23,s7)(ss,6t)(sr,2e)

(o,28)( 4,24)(36,s6)(32,60)(2,s8X 6,62X38,30X34,26) (16,40)(20,44)(s2,t2)(48,8)
(18,14X22,1oxs4,42)(s0,46) (l3,1eX e,23)(4r,ss)(4s,slX1s,53X11,4e)(43,17)
(47,21) Qe,3e)(25,3s)(s7,3X61, 7X3I, t)Q1, s)(se,37)(63,33) (l2, 2X 8,6)
(40,38X44,34Xr 4,36)(10,32)(42, 0)(46, 4)(28,s4X24,sOXs6,18X60,22)(30,16)
(26,20)(s8,s2)(62,48) ( 1,13X s, e)(37,4r)(33,4sX 3,43X 7,47X3e,1sX35,1 1)

(t7,s7)(2r,61)(s3,2e)(4e,2s)(re,3 1)Q3,27)(s s,sexs 1, 63)

( 0,30x 4,26X36,s8)(32,62)(2,s6X 6,60X38,28X34,24)(16,42)Q0,46Xs2,14X48,10)
(t8,12)(22,8Xs4,40Xs0,44) (13,17X e,2r)(41,s3)(4s,4eX1s,ssX1 1,s rX43,le)
(47,23) (2e,37)(2s,33)(s7, I X6 1, sX3 1, 3)Q7, 7)(se,3 e)(63, 3 5) ( l 2, 0X 8,4)
(40,3 6)(44,32)(1 4,3 8)(r0,3 4)(42, 2)(46, 6)(28,s2)(24,48)(s 6,r 6)(60, 20X3 0, I 8)
(26,22)(s8,s4)(62,s0) ( 1,1sX s,1 rX37,43X33,47)(3,4r)(7,4s)(3e,13)(3s, e)
(r7,sex21,63Xs3,31)(4e,2'7)(te,2e)(23,2s)(ss,s7xs 1,6 1)

( 0,32)( 4, 0)(3 6, 4)(32,3 6)( 2,20)( 6,s2)(38,48)(3 4,16) (1 6, 6X20,3 8Xs 2,3 4)(48,2)
(18,s0x22,18X54,22)(s0,s4) (13,33X e, 1X41, s)(4s,37)(rs,2r)(11,s3x43,4e)
(47,r7) (2e,7)(2s,3e)(s7,3s)(61, 3X3l,s lX27,te)(se,23)(63,s5) (12,44)(8,r2)
(40,8X44,40X14,24)(10,s6)(42.60X46,28X28,10)(24,42)(s6,46)(60,14X30,62)
(26,3 oxs 8, 26X62,s 8) ( 1,4sX 5,13)(37, eX3 3,4 1 X 3,2s)( 7,s7)(3e,6t)(3 s,2e)
(r7,1 r)(2r,43)(s3,47)(4e,1 s)(te,63)(23,3 t)(s s,27Xs 1,se)

( 0,34X 4, 2)(36, 6)(32,38)(2,22)( 6,54)(38,s0X34,18) (16, 4X20,36X52,32)(48,0)
(18,48X22,r6Xs4,20)(s0,s2) (13,3sX e, 3X41, 7)(4s,3e)(rs,23)(11,ssX43,s1)
(47,re)(2e,s)(zs,37)(s7,33)(6i,1X31,4eX27,17)(se,2t)(63,53)(12,46X8,14)
(40,10)(44,42)(14,26)(10,s8)(42,62)(46,30) (28,8X24,4oxs6,44X60,12X30,60)

Q6,28)(s8,24)(62,s 6) ( 1,47X s, I 5X3 7, l I X3 3,43X 3,27)( 7,se)(3e,63 X3 s, 3 1 )
(17, e)(21,41)(s3,45X4e, r3Xre,6r)(23,2e)(s5,25Xs 1,s7)
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(0,36)( 4,32)(36. 0X32, 4X 2,2)(6, 6)(38,38X34,34X16,16) (20,20)(s2,s2)(48,48)
(18,s4x22,s0xs4,18)(s0,22) (13,37x e,33)(41, 1X4s, s)(1s, 3xl 1, 7x43,3e)
(47,3 s) (2e,17)(2s,2t)(s7,s3)(61,4e)(3 t,ss)(27,slxse, 1ex63,23) (12,40)(8,44)
(40,12)(44,8X14,14X10, r0)(42,42)(46,46)(28,28)(24,24)(s6,s6X60,60X30,58)
(26,62Xs8,30X62,26) ( 1,4lX s,4sx37,13X33, eX 3,lsX 7,r rX39,43)(3s,47)
(17,2e)(2t,2s)(s3,s7x4e,6 1x1e,sex23,63xs5,3 1)(s1,27)

( 0,38X 4,34X36,2)(32,6)(2, 0X 6, 4X38,36X34,32X16,18x20,22)(s2,s4)(48,s0)
(18,s2)(22,48)(s4,r6)(s0,20) (13,3eX e,3sX4r, 3X45, 7X1s, IXI r, sX43,3?)
(47,33) (2e,1e)(2s,23)(s7,ss)(61,s 1X3 1,s3X27, 4e)(se,17)(63,2r) (12,42)(8,46)
(40,14X44, r 0X1 4,r2)(t0, 8)(42,40)(46,44)(28,30)(24,26)(s6,58X60,62X30,56)
(26,60Xs8,28X62,24) (1,43)(s,47)(37,rs)(33,11X 3,13X 7, e)(3e,4r)(3s,4s)
(17,3 t)(21,27)(s3,sex4e,63x l e,s7)(23,61)(ss,2exs r,2s)

( 0,40x 4,44X36 ,12)(32, 8)( 2,14X 6,10X38,42)(34,46)(16,28)(20,24)(s2,s6)(48,60)
(r8,58)(22,62)(s4,30Xs0,26) (r3,41X e,4sx4l,13X45, eX15, r sXl 1,1 1X43,43)
(47,47) (2e,2e)(2s,2s)(s7,s7)(61,61)(3r,se)(27,63)(se,3t)(63,27)(12,36)(8,32)
(40, 0)(44, 4)(14,2)(10, 6)(42,38)(46,34)(28,16)(24,20)(s6,52Xó0,48X30,s4)
(26,s0xs8, r8x62,22) ( 1,37)( s,33)(37, 1X33, 5X 3,3)(7,7)(3e,3eX3s,3s)
(17,17)(21,21)(s3,s3)(4e,4e)(re,ss)(23,s 1xs5, l e)(st,23)

(0,42)(4,46)(36.14X32,10X 2,r2)(6,8X38,40X34,44)(16,30)(20,26)(s2,s8)(48,62)
(18,s6X22,60Xs4,28)(s0,24) (13,43X e,47)(41,1s)(4s,1 lxr s,l3X1 1, e)(43,4r)
(47,4s) (2e,3r)(2s,27)(s7,se)(61,63)(3t,s7)(27,6r)(se,2e)(63,2s) (12,38X 8,34)
(40,2)(44,6X14, 0X10, 4)(42,36)(46,32)Q8,18)(24,22)(56,54X60,s0X30,52)
(26,48Xs 8, 1 6X62,20) ( t,3e)( s,3 s)(37, 3 X3 3, 7X 3, 1)( 7, s)(3 e,3 7X3 s,3 3 )
(t7,re)(2r,23)(s3,ssx4e,s 1)(1e,s3)(23,4e)(ss,17)(s1,21)

( 0,44)( 4,12)(36, 8)(32,40)(2,24X 6,s6X38,60X34,28)(16,t0)(20,42)(s2,46)(48,r4)
(r8,62)(22,30)(s4,26xs0,58) (13,4sX e,13X41, eX45,41X1s,2s)(1 r,57X43,61)
(47,2e) (2e,rt)(2s,43)(s7,47)(6r,rs)(31,63)(27,3r)(se,27)(63,se) (12,32X 8, 0)
(40, 4)(44,36)(14,20)(10,s2)(42.48X46,16) (28, 6X24,38Xs6,34X60,2X30,s0)
(26,r8Xs8,22X62,54) ( 1,33X 5, 1X37, sX33,37)( 3,2lX 7,s3X3e,4e)(3s,r't)
(17, 7)(2t,3e)(53,3s)(4e, 3X1e,5 rX23, I exs5,23Xs 1,5s)

( 0,46X 4, 14X36,10)(32,42)(2,26X 6,s8X38, 62)(34,30) (16,8X20,40)(52,44)(48,12)
(18,60X22,28Xs4,24)(s0,s6) (r3,47)( e,15X41,l 1X4s,43X1s,27X1 1,seX43,63)
(47,3r) (2e, e)(2s,4t)(s7,4s)(6i, r3X3 1,61X27,2e)(se,2s)(63,s7) (t2,34)(8,2)
(40, 6X44,3 8Xl 4,22)(10,s4)(42,s0X46,l8) (28, 4)(24,36)(s6,32X60,0X30,48)
(26, r 6X5 8, 20X 62,s2) ( r, 3 5X 5, 3)(37, 7 )(33,3 e)( 3,23)( 7,s s)(3 e,s 1 X3 s, 1 e)
(r7, 5)(2t,37)(s3,33)(4e, l)(te,4e)(23,r7)(5s,2lxs 1,53)
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( 0, 4 s x 4, 1 6X3 6,20) (3 2,s2)( 2, 4) ( 6,3 6) (3 8,32)(3 4, 0)(1 6,22)(2 0, 5 4Xs 2, s 0X4 8, 1 8 )
(18,34)(22,2Xs4, 6Xs0,38) (13,4eX e,17)(41,21)(4s,s3X1s, 5)(11,37X43,33)
(47, t) (2e,23)(2s,ssxsT,s Ix6l, rex3 r,3sx27, 3xse, 7x63,3e) (I2,60x8,28)
(40,24)(44,s6)(14, 8X10,40X42 ,44)(46,12)(28,26)(24,s8)(s6,62X60,30X30,46)
(26,14)(s8,10X62,42) (1,6t)(s,2e)(37,2s)(33,57X 3, eX 7,4t)(3e,4s)(3s,13)
(17,27)(2r,se)(s3,63x4e,3 1X1e,4'.1)(23,rs)(ss,11Xs 1,43)

( 0, 5 0x 4, 1 8X3 6,22) (3 2,s 4)( 2, 6X 6, 3 8 X3 8, 3 4)(3 4, 2) (1 6,20) (20,s2)(s 2,48) (48, 1 6)
(18,32)(22,0xs4, 4xs0,36) (l3,s r)( e,1e)(4r,23)(4s,ssxl s, 7xl 1,3ex43,3 s)
(47,3) (2e,21)(2s,s3xs7,4ex61, 17)(31,33)(2'.1, lXse, sX63,37) (12,62)(8,30)
(40,26)(44,sï)(t4,r0)(1o,42)(42,46)(46,t4)(28,24)(24,s6)(s6,60X60,28X30,44)
(26,t2)(s8,8X62,40) ( 1,63X 5,31X37,2'7)(33,se)(3,1lX 7,43X3e,47)(3s,ts)
(r7,2s)(2r,s7)(s3,6t)(4e,2e)(re,4sx23, 13xss, ex5 1,41)

(0,s2)(4,48)(36,16)(32,20)(2,r8)(6,22)(38,s4X34,s0) (16, 0)(20,4)(s2,36)(48,32)
(18,38X22,34Xs 4,2)(s0,6) (13,53)( e,4e)(4t,r7)(4s,21X1s,1eX1 1,23X43,5s)
(47,s1) (2e, t)Qs, s)(s7,37)(61,33X31,3e)(2',7,3s)(se,3)(63,7) (12,s6X8,60)
(40,28)(44,24)(14,30)(10,26)(42,s8)(46,62) (28,12)(24,8)(s6,40)(60,44)(30,42)
(26,46Xs8,14X62,10) ( 1,57X s,6r)(37,2e)(33,2sx 3,3lX 7,27)(3e,se)(35,63)
(t7,t3)(2r, exs3,41x4e,45)(re,43)Q3,47)(s5, I 5Xs 1, I 1)

( 0,s4x 4,s0x36 ,18)(32,22)(2,16)( 6,20)(38,s2)(34,48) (16,2)(20,6)(s2.38X48,34)
(18,36)(22,32)(s4, OXs0, 4) (l3,ssx e,51x41,1ex4s,23)(rs,t7)(rr,21x43,s3)
(47,4e) Qe,3)(2s,7)(s7,3e)(6r,3s)(3r,37)(27,33)(se, 1x63, s) (12,s8x8,62)
(40,30)(44,26)(t4,28)(10,24)(42,s6)(46,60)(28,t4)(24,10)(s6,42X60,46X30,40)
(26,44)(s8,r2)(62, 8) ( l,sex s,63X37,31X33,27)(3,2e)(7,zs)Qe,57)(3s,6r)
( 1 7, 1 sX2 1, 1 r Xs 3,43)(4e,47)(te,4 1)(23,4 s)(s s,r3 X5 1, e)

( 0,s6x 4,60x36 ,28)(32,24)(2,30)( 6,26)(38,58)(34,62) (16,12)(20,8)(s2,40)(48,44)
(t8,42)(22,46)(s4,14X50,10) (l3,s7X e,61)(4r,2e)(4s,2sX1s,3lXl 1,27)(43,se)
(47,63) (2e,13)(2s, e)(s7,4r)(6t,4s)(3r,43)(27,47Xse,15X63,1 1) (12,52X8,48)
(40,t6)(44,20)(14,18)(10,22)(42,54X46,s0) (28, 0)Q4,4)(s6,36X60,32)(30,38)
(26, 34Xs 8, 2)(62, 6) ( 1,s3 X s,4ex3 7,17)(33,21)( 3,re)( 7,23)(3 e,s sX3 5, 5 1 )
(17, 1X21, s)(s3,37x4e,33)(Ie,3eX23,3sxss, 3Xs 1, 7)

( 0,s8x 4,62X36 ,30)(32,26)(2,28)(6,24)(38,s6X34,60X16,14)(20,t0)(s2,42)(48,46)
(18,40)(22,44)(s4,12)(50,8) (13,seX e,63X41,31X4s,27)(rs,2e)(1r,2sX43,57)
(47,6t) (2e,rs)(2s,rr)(s7,43)(6r,47)(31,41)(27,4sxse,13X63, e) (12,s4X8,s0)
(40,18)(44,22)(14,16)(10,20)(42.s2X46,48) (28,2)(24,6)(s6.38X60,34X30,36)
(26,32)(s8, 0)(62, 4) ( r,s sx s,s I x3 7, l ex3 3,23 x 3,r7)( 7,2r)(3 e,s3 x3 s,4e)
(r7, 3)(21, 7)(s3, 3 ex4e,3 5) (1e,37)(23,33)(ss, 1 Xs 1, s)



( 0,60x 4,28X36,24)(32,s6)(2, 8X 6,40X38,44)(34,12)(t6,26X20,s8Xs2,62X48,30)
(r8,46)(22,t4)(s4,10)(s0,42) (13,6IX e,2e)(41,2s)(4s,s7x15, eXl l,4l)(43,4s)
(47,r3) (2e,27)(2s,se)(s7,63)(6t,3t)(3r,47)(27,1sx5e,1 1X63,43) (12,48X8,16)
(40,20)(44,s2)(r4, 4)(10,36)(42,32)(46, 0) (28,22)(24,54)(s6,50x60, 18x30,34)
(26,2)(s8,6)(62,38)(r,4e)(s,17)(37,2r)(33,s3)(3,s)(7,3'1)(3e,33X3s,l)
(r7,23)(21,s s)(53, 5 l x4e, l ex 1 e, 3 sx23, 3 xs 5, 7xs l, 3 e)

( 0,62X 4,30X36,26X32,58X 2,10)(6,42)(38,46)(34,14)(16,24X20,s6Xs2,60X48,28)
(r8,44)(22,t2)(s4, 8X50,40) (13,63X e,3t)(41,27)(4s,5ex1s,l lxl 1,43)(43,47)
(47,1s) (2e,2s)(2s,57)(s7,6t)(6t,2e)(3t,4s)(27,13xse, eX63,41) (12,s0X8,18)
(40,22)(44,54)(14, 6X10,38)(42,34)(46,2) (28,20)(24,s2)(s6,48X60,16X30,32)
(26, 0Xs8, 4)(62,3 6) ( l,s lX s, r eX37,23X33,55X 3, 7)( 7,3e)(3e,35X3 s, 3)
(17,21)(21,s3)(s3,4e)(4e,17)(re,33x23, r)(s5, sxs 1,37)

Figure 4.2- Partitioning for 64-QAM
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APPENDIX B - OPTIMUM ROTATION ANGLE FOR
COMPONENT DIVERSITY

Component diversity requires that each symbol in a signal set possess unique

components. Furthermore, the product of the difference between two symbol

components should be maximized. Each signal set should be rotated by an angle 0 in

order to satisfy the above conditions. This appendix develops a general expression for

the angle 0 in term of the symbol components for the two dimensional case. The

optimum rotation angle for 8-SQ and l6-QAM is then derived.

Let ao...ç be M symbols in a signal set. Let bo...b" be the symbols rotated

clockwize by the optimum angle 0. The components of a symbol b, in terms of the

components of a symbol a, are given by:

I o'-'l=[ coso -sin0 
-ì|-.- .l=[ 

ai*coso-aiysino I
L Uo I I sin0 cos0 ll aiy J I a¡*sinO+a¡ycos0 .l

Let d3, represent the product of the square of the difference between the

components of two symbols u and v. Then

dfr" = (bu" -b*)'(bu, -b,r,)'

= l(auxcos0 - aursin0) - (a*cos0 - aosin 0¡12 [(a,*sin 0 + aurcos0) - (a*sin0 + aocos0)

= [(au* - au*)cos 0 - (au, - a'r)sin 0¡2 ¡(a"* - a*)sin 0 + 1a', - a"r)cos 0¡ 
2

Let Cf, = aux - âvx and p = ar, - U"r, ,nan

dfr" = [cr,cosO - p sin0]2[asinO + B cos0]2.
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Expanding and grouping the terms results in

dfr 
" = (cr2p2 cos40 - 2c¿2 ß2cos2o sin20 + o2 p2sina6) + (aa + þa - 2o.2 þ2)cos20 sin20

+(2o3p - 2aB3)sin0 cos0(cos20 - sin'e)

= þn *.r, * ("' : 9') *inre)'

To find the optimum rotation angle, this expression is differentiated with respect to

0 and set equal to zero. This yields

(d.+r{E),'"*.(d54).o,+e=o cn-1)

This expression is now applied to 8-SQ and 16-QAM signal constellations' First,

consider the 8-SQ signal set shown in Figure 8.1. The symbols that are closest together

are of most interest because the product ofthe difference between their components will

be the smallest. Furthermore, there is some symmetry in the signal set. Therefore, only

the pairs of symbols 3,5 and3,2 need to be considered.

Figure 8.1 - 8-SQ signal set

For the pair of symbols 3 and 5, o= 1-(-l)=z and ß=2. Entering these values

in equation @-l) and simpli$ing yields



sin40 = 0

6¡s=(2n+t)f

For the pair of symbols 3 and 2, c¿ = 4 and ß = 0. Substituting these values in

equation B-1, yields sin40 = 0. Therefore, the optimal angle to rotate the signal set to
maximize d3, is ¡/8. By finding the new co-ordinates of the rotated signal set, it is

simple to verify that all symbols differ in both components.

Now, consider the 16-QAM signal set shown at Figure B.2. Again, the objective is

to maximize dfl" for the symbols closest together. Because of the symmetry ofthe signal

set, only the pairs of symbols 6,5 and 6,10 need to be considered. The case for the pair of

symbols 6,10 is identical to the pair of symbols 3,2 for 8-SQ. For the pair of symbols 6

and 5, a= 1-(-1)=2 and B=0. Substituting these values in equation B-l yields an

optimal rotation angle ofO = ¡/8 as above.

Figure B.2 - 16-QAM signal set


